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>>RUGGED VISION LED OFF ROAD LIGHTS

Call Our Experts 800.509.7298
© 2013.  AutoAnything, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  AutoAnything is a registered mark of AutoAnything, Inc.  All other marks are the property of their respective owners.  Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.

1,000s of Parts for Performance, Protection & Style
LARGEST ONLINE SELECTION

$ 14499
FROM



$ 1,45900
FROM

FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.
LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

2

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.

or Visit AutoAnything.com®

•  Available with the New RT-Series Light Bar  Pictured  (Patent Pending)

• Front Bumpers Feature Integrated Tow Rings & Recessed Light Holes 
• Rear Bumpers Compatible with Factory Parking Sensors & Hitches 
•  OEM Fit with Options for Winch, Light Mounts, Grille Guards,  

& More

 $ 299 00
FROM PR.

MAGNUM RT STEPS by ICI
• Unique Patent Pending Design with Wide Drop Steps
• Removable Step Pads Feature Non-Slip Diamond Tread
•  Heavy-Duty Bracket Design Provides 2X the Strength of 

Conventional Brackets
• Applications for Jeep, Chevy, GMC, Ford, Dodge & Toyota

MAGNUM BUMPERS by ICI

Designed and manufactured in the U.S.A., Magnum Truck Accessories are hand-crafted from 
premium heavy duty steel, then treated with a proprietary 3-stage coating process. The result? 
An extremely durable, long-lasting, beautiful matte black finish. Magnum Truck Gear is easy to 
install – no drilling required – and carries a lifetime structural warranty. What are you waiting for?  
‘Magnum-ize’ your truck today!

You Deserve the Best –
STEP UP TO MAGNUM!
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1,000s of Parts for Performance, Protection & Style
LARGEST ONLINE SELECTION

GET ROLLING WITH
AUTOANYTHING!

RBP 94R BLACK & CHROME WHEELS

Add the perfect blend of flash and class to your ride. Boasting a glossy 

black finish with chrome accents, these all-aluminum dubs turn heads 

as well as they turn tires.

XD SERIES 775 ROCKSTAR CHROME WHEELS

Roll like a rockstar on XD 775s. With a 5-spoke pattern, star-studded 

center caps and a dazzling triple-plated chrome finish, these 

aluminum wheels are true head-turners.

BMF R.E.P.R DEATH METAL BLACK WHEELS

Crank your rig’s attitude up to 11 with a rockin’ set of BMF Death 

Metal Wheels. These aluminum rims boast an aggressive spoke 

pattern and BMF’s gloss-black Death Metal finish.

Without wheels, you’re not going anywhere. So, they might as well be the 

best-looking and highest-performing custom wheels out there. At AutoAny-

thing, that’s all we carry, and we’re proud to get your ride moving. With wheels 

for nearly every application, our selection of alloy wheels, steel wheels, black 

truck rims, chrome truck rims and more won’t disappoint. 

Since 1996, Lexani has set the trends with their devotion to exceptional 

design and unmatched quality. In the luxury world of custom rims, no 

name stands above Lexani.

LRG RIMS LRG104 BLACK MACHINED 
FINISH WEELS

Fill out your wheel wells with a one-of-a-kind look. These righteous 

rims feature a unique, 14-spoke pattern, black finish and machined 

highlights.

PRO COMP ADRENALINE 8180 SERIES 
ALLOY WHEELS

Rolling with a 6-spoke star pattern and glossy black finish, 

these rugged rims boast a machined lip for killer contrast.

$ 250 52
FROM EA.

$ 279 99
FROM EA.

$ 399 99
FROM EA.

$ 289 99
FROM EA.

$ 294 99
FROM EA.

$ 441 75
FROM EA.



or Visit AutoAnything.com®

BEDSLIDE TRUCK BED SLIDING DRAWERS

BEDSLIDE is simply the easiest way to load and unload your 
truck.  It turns your truck bed into a sliding drawer.  BEDSLIDE 
is about efficiency—minimum time and energy for maxi-
mum results. It’s all about getting the job done right. There is 
a BEDSLIDE model to fit almost any truck, van or SUV to make 
loading, transporting and accessing your freight simple and 
safe. Plus, our riv-nut mounting system makes installation 
and removal a cinch. Manufactured in the U.S.A., BEDSLIDE 
has built its reputation on precision craftsmanship, depend-
ability and durability.

GET MORE OUT OF
YOUR TRUCK!

BEDSLIDE 1000 SERIES ...............From $89900  FREE Shipping

BESLIDE 1500 SERIES................ONLY $1,42400  FREE Shipping

FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

•  Low profile styling folds closed for cargo protection
•  Locks in open position for easy access & large cargo
•  Installs in minutes – NO DRILLING required!
•  Security and protection from the elements
•  Aluminum frame with tear-resistant double sided marine-grade vinyl
•  Industry leading 10 year warranty on vinyl, lifetime on frame

TONNOPRO LOROLL TONNEAU COVER
•  Easily rolls and unrolls for full access to your truck bed
•  Mounts inside bed rails so you can mount ladder rack, bike rack, etc.
•  Aluminum frame with tear-resistant double sided marine-grade vinyl
•  Installs in minutes – NO DRILLING required!
•  Security and protection from the elements
•  Industry leading 10 year warranty on vinyl, lifetime on frame

TONNOPRO TONNOFOLD TRI-FOLD 
TONNEAU COVER

EACH FROM ONLY

$
279

$ 27900
FROM

UNMATCHED QUALITY & AFFORDABILITY!

FOLDING OR ROLL-UP PREMIUM VINYL TONNEAU COVERS

YOUR CHOICE:

$ 27900
FROM

GRILLCRAFT MX SERIES STEEL MESH GRILLES

GrillCraft starts with their exclusive steel mesh and micro-frame design.  
Then they precision CNC form it to a perfect fit for your front end. Next 
comes the protective zinc plating and the 3-stage baked on powder 
coat finish in your choice of aluminum silver or gloss black. The end re-
sult is the finest mesh grille that delivers a truly custom front-end look.  
Available for all Popular Makes & Models. Lifetime Warranty.

STYLE. REDEFINED.

Available in Black

or Silver Mesh.

$ 117 99
FROM

LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE
2

Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.



$ 249 00
FROM
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1,000s of Parts for Performance, Protection & Style
LARGEST ONLINE SELECTION

$ 1,020 34
FROM



WATERPROOF

Wet Okole Seat Covers are designed to keep up with 

your active outdoor lifestyle. 100% neoprene custom-

tailoring wraps your seats like a wet suit to protect 

your upholstery from the elements and the action. 

Plus, their nylon-coating makes them waterproof, UV-

resistant and stain-repellent. 90-day warranty.

WET OKOLE WATERPROOF SEAT COVERS

Wet Okole Seat Covers are available in a 
wide array of colors and patterns. Visit us 
online now to find the perfect match for 
your custom interior needs. 

REAR SEAT VIEW

$ 245 95
FROM ROW

or Visit AutoAnything.com

FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.
LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

2

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.

Crafted from heavy-duty canvas-type fabric with reinforced seams and 
UV protection, so they’re sturdy enough to shield your stock seats from 
any onslaught. Available in 4 digital camo colors.  5-year warranty.

CALTREND DIGITAL CAMO CANVAS SEAT COVERS

Made from heavy-duty ToughCamo material with a lacquered topcoat for  
UV- and abrasion-resistance, these premium seat covers stay soft and 
smooth for years of comfortable use. 2-year warranty

CALTREND TOUGHCAMO SEAT COVERS
CalTrend’s Neosupreme material delivers supreme comfort, wraps 
your seats in a stylish, snug-fitting wetsuit-like material and protects 
your interior from the inevitable wipeouts. 3-year warranty.

CALTREND NEOSUPREME SEAT COVERS

ADD STYLE & PROTECTION WITH 
CALTREND CUSTOM SEAT COVERS!

$ 199 99
FROM ROW

$ 29999
FROM ROW

$ 199 99
FROM ROW
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To capture moments few have witnessed, 

you must venture where few have gone. 

The road to get there may be more 

challenging, but the rewards are worth it 

for those willing to brave the journey.
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N E V E R  H A L F WA Y .



The Eleventh Hour EDITOR: JEREMY COOK

A 
Few months back I started telling you all about 

growing up in SoCal and my exposure to the truck 

scene in the late ’80s. I left off around the end of high 

school, when I was driving my ’71 Blazer and still 

building Volkswagens. I continued to hang out at Fine Line Glass 

Tinting with owner Lance Laverty. Lance was one of those older 

guys from the neighborhood who had cool minis and VWs, and 

he always had something for me to do at the shop. I worked at a 

truck dealership for a couple of years right out of school and took 

a college class here and there. I didn’t have the money to build 

any of my vehicles to the level I wanted, but I still never missed a 

Cal Truck or VW Jamboree. The sport truck era was taking off at 

the time, and while at the dealership I talked them into building a 

handful of Fords just like the GM trucks that were beginning to rule 

the streets: 4/6 drop, Boyds, BFGs, billet grille, and roll pan. Aside 

from a little front wheel camber they looked pretty cool. The Fords 

never really took off, but man, how cool would it be to see one of 

those ’91s or ’92s rolling on the streets today? 

Eventually I decided I needed to be in college full time, and 

since I was behind I got all the worst class times. That meant I 

spent a lot of my down time back at the shop helping out. By 

then, Fine Line was one of four shops in a complex in Buena Park 

that included Southland Motorsports, JJ Metal Fab, and Sound 

Decision, and wouldn’t you know they were all mini-truckers, 

most of which having had a MT cover or two. Those were some 

good times. There was a constant cast of characters passing 

through, and the parking lot looked like a 24-hour truck show. My 

vehicles had changed by then, too. I now had an S-10 Blazer and a 

’57 Single Cab Transporter (bus). 

Magazine editors and all-around cool guys like Brian 

McCormick, Mike Shartsis, and Rob Hallstrom were always 

stopping by. Whether it was to arrange a tech story, check on the 

progress of a feature vehicle, or just kill some time and talk some 

trash to Lance. This was before there were Instagram celebrities 

and even the Internet. If you were into the subject matter they 

wrote about, they were it! One time Lance let me tag along to 

the McMullen offices (publisher of Truckin before the many 

mergers and buyouts), and I ended up getting the full tour—even 

the prepress room where they were actually still laying out ad 

pages with bees wax on big boards. Something must have struck 

me back then, but I sure didn’t know that eight or so years later I 

would be walking in that building to begin what has turned into a 

15-year career writing, shooting, and editing truck magazines. 

It was around this time that another chance occurrence 

happened that opened my eyes to a whole new aspect of the 

truck world. One of Lance’s old friends from our high school 

stopped by and mentioned that he was campaigning a Class 7 

Toyota for the upcoming SCORE season. If you’ve ever met Brady 

Helm (Hella, Sway-A-Way, JE Pistons), you know he can sell surf 

trunks to the Sherpas on Mt. Everest, but he’ll also have you 

laughing to the point of tears and will give you the shirt off his 

back. Somehow, after a few beers, Lance and I found ourselves 

painting the race truck for a race that was happening in a few 

days. We drove out to see if the race was all it was hyped to be or 

if we were sold a bill of goods, and soon Lance and I both were 

building Toyota prerunners and we had a Class 5 project in the 

shop. From that day on I didn’t miss a SCORE race for over four 

years! Somehow I managed to juggle full-time work, part-time 

school, and being in the desert and Mexico about 10 weeks a 

year but it was worth it. We had some great times back then, and I 

hope I can get a truck together someday and get back out there. 

Eventually, it was time to finish college. I mean, some people 

are in school for six years but they usually have initials after their 

name. I sold everything I had, quit my job, and became a real 

student for a year. Of course, that lasted five minutes and I soon 

had a ’90 Chevy RCSB that was soon slammed with a Gaylord’s 

lid and a bunch of other goodies. 

I graduated college during a tough time in history. It was 

precisely when the all the dot-coms were imploding, and the 

job market was a tough one. After a really cool internship with 

an entertainment company and building a couple vehicles for 

that company’s president (told you it was cool), a friend told me 

that Truckin was two people short. A week later I was back in the 

McMullen building signing papers. 

There are about a hundred more stories, shows, and trucks 

along the way. And you may read about some of them right 

here, but that, my friends, in a nutshell, is where this editor 

came from!   

Keep on Truckin’

-JC

We want to hear from you! Please send any questions, comments, or concerns to editorsinbox@truckin.com. 

Where do 
Truckin
Editors Come 
From? Part 2
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Orders Over $99 Ship FREE!

 Sales: 1.800.575.1932

Clothing, Gifts, Collectibles

Ford Blue Oval Hoodie 
• Handwarmer pocket 

• Polyester/cotton blend

DCE-48991_ ............. from $39.97 each

Spark Plug 
Lamp 
• Cast resin base

• Stands 16" tall

• Hand-painted and highly detailed

SBL-7570-20 ..................... $49.97 each

1:24 Scale Die-Cast 
1958 Chevy Apache 
Cameo Pickup   
• Working steering with whitewall tires

• Wood-style bed fl oor

• Includes base

FUN-40300-47A ...............$39.97 each

Classic Pickup Trucks Book
• Covers the entire history 
 of the light truck

• 160 pages and over 200 photos

• Hardbound

MBK-780785827771 .........$16.97 each

Prices good through 1/1/16 • Typographical, description, or photography errors are subject to correction. ©2015 AUTOSALES, INC. SCode: 1602TR
Some parts are not legal for use in California or other states with similar laws/regulations. Please check your state and/or local laws/regulations.

1:18 Scale Die-Cast 1978 
Dodge Midnite Express 
• The original muscle truck

• Chrome accessories and exhaust stacks

• Detailed interior

• Opening doors and hood

RLA-AMM1016 .................. $69.97 each

Chevrolet Truck T-Shirt 
• Styled after a vintage 
 Operator’s Manual

• 100% cotton

RWM-NC500-_ .......... from $21.97 each

No Trespassing: Firearms 
and a Backhoe Sign 
• Drilled and ready to hang

• 24 gauge steel

• 12" wide x 18" high

VSC-PTS430 ......................$18.97 each

Garage 
Toolbox 
Refrigerator 
• Three sliding drawers hold your tools

• 1.8 cubic feet of fridge space

• Heavy duty locking swivel casters

VSL-VSL18RTC3R ............. $349.97 each

1:24 Scale Die-Cast 
1948 Ford F-1 and 
1958 Harley-Davidson® 
Duo Glide Combo
• Authentic details

• Bike fi ts in the truck bed

• Opening hood and doors

OKT-32180BLACK .......... $24.97 each

1930s Vintage Gas Pump 
Drink Dispenser 
• Holds 32 oz. of your favorite beverage

• Chrome plated steel base

• Stands 19" tall

GSS-1958 .......................$29.97 each

F-100 Pickups Steel Sign
• From photographer Leo Czerniak

• High-contrast, vibrant color image

• 18" wide x 16" high

GXP-KV-193 ......................$24.97 each

1:32 Scale Die-Cast 
1937 Plymouth Pickup
• Woodgrain bed and 
 fender-mounted spare

• Opening hood, tailgate, and doors

• Includes display stand

OKT-32390BROWN ............$16.97 each

Get Your Order in Time for Christmas! 
Order in-stock items by 10 pm EST on December 21 for Ground Service.
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G
ot something to tell us? This is your spot. Tell us 

you like a feature, want to see more tech stories of 

your particular truck, or that we got a new truck 

test right or wrong. We’ve dedicated this one page 

to anything and everything you have to say. Think of it as our 

Facebook wall, only it goes to print instead of being forgotten 

in five seconds. Speaking of which, we’ll be selecting some of 

the best posts on our Facebook wall and printing them here, 

so be sure to friend us at facebook.com/truckinmag. We 

can be reached at editorsinbox@truckin.com.

Rockin’ And Rollin’

I have a ’00 Dodge Ram 1500 5.2l V-8 that is stock at the 

moment, and I want to keep it that way, but had a few questions 

about getting my suspension better. I was wondering if you 

could combine a Sulastic Shackle and a Road Master Active 

Suspension for leaf springs? Another thing I wanted to ask, is it 

possible to upgrade a stock truck with a Master Bushing Kit from 

Energy Suspension? 

If all this can be done, 

I was wondering just 

how good the handling, 

performance, and ride 

would be with a setup 

like that? Thanks so 

much. Hope to hear back 

from you guys soon.

Brian Weber

San Ramon, CA

Brian, 

In order to improve the ride of any truck, the upgrades that you 

mentioned would be a good place to start. First off, the Sulastic Shackle 

would isolate a great deal of vibration that naturally runs up the leaves 

and gets transferred to the hard-mounted shackle. You can definitely 

keep some of that same vibration down with the Master Bushing 

Kit from Energy Suspension. To answer your other question, yes, of 

course you can upgrade a stock truck. Given that your Dodge is over 

15 years old, the stock bushings, cab mounts, and bed mounts might 

be a little tired and the Energy kit would get your truck back to almost 

new. Another area to address would be the front shocks with a good 

set of OE-style replacement shocks from Belltech, ProComp, or Fox. 

Your idea for going after the body roll on corners is a good one and the 

Road Master Active Suspension can save that, but another component 

to consider is a sway bar for the front and rear. Also designed to stop 

body roll, sway bars are easy to install and stop body roll in its tracks. 

Look into a set from Hellwig or Belltech. Hope that helps.

No Cover-Up

Hey guys, I want to do something special for my wife’s truck. We 

have a company that provides ground penetrating radar, so we 

need the convenience of having a bed, but the interior never gets 

touched. She has a ’10 GMC Sierra 1500 with cloth interior that she 

has never been happy with. I have been looking for an upgrade for 

her, and have not found anything decent at local stores or anything. 

I also don’t want a cheap cover-up set. What I’m really looking for is 

leather so she can feel really good about her truck. Got any advice?

Dillon Luke

Burkburnett, Texas

Dillon, 

What a good husband! We agree that the standard-issue cloth 

seats will work for several years, but can and do wear out over 

time and look a little tired. They can hold onto dirt and smells a 

little more, plus will stretch over time to give that kind of baggy 

look. If you are not tracking in a lot of dirt and mud, then a leather 

upgrade can do wonders for the comfort and style of an interior, 

not to mention will get you oodles of brownie points with your 

special lady. When 

taking a look at 

AutoAnything, there 

are many options for 

your ’10 Sierra that 

can be for longevity, 

comfort, and good 

looks. First up, there 

are several offerings 

from CalTrend in their Dura Plus series, which is made of Cordura 

canvas that is ultra-tough, plus is tear, scuff, and water resistant, 

but still has the look and feel of leather. Saddleman makes a 

leather set that is tough, but has all the rich, luxurious qualities of 

real leather and is available in single-color schemes to match your 

existing interior. Coverking is another leather option, which are 

measured specifically for your GMC just like Saddleman, and have 

more color designs to choose from. Coverking has solid colors to 

match the interior design, but also has two-tone options to provide 

a little more color pop. Any way you go, your wife’s interior will 

have a new lease on life and provide many years of good looks 

and hard use.

Throwing it Down

For the past few years, I have been following the coverage of 

Throwdown in your great magazine. I love the photos, the locations, 

and that you draw competitors from your readers letting all us 

Truckin followers know that we can get in on the fun. I also love the 

fact that a garage-built truck can get out on the track and by sheer 

skill, and some added horses, compete with built race trucks. But 

as closely as I study your mag, I have missed the invite the last two 

years. When will you be making the announcement for the 2016 

event? I have a sleeper ’06 GMC Sierra that runs in the high 12s with 

a bunch of speed parts that I ain’t telling you about till I get picked! 

When will the sign-ups start?

Jason Alverado 

Shreveport, LA

Jason, 

We love running Throwdown as 

much as you love reading about it. 

We have purposefully kept it as a 

run-what-ya-brung event where we 

encourage our readers to bring out 

their mildly hotted-up project cars 

and pavement-ripping daily drivers and let them loose out on the 

track to compete against each other. You are right that skill and 

knowing your truck can make a difference in this event and often 

is the deciding factor on winning versus the high-horsepower 

monsters. To register for our Throwdown 2016 event, go to www.

trucktrend.com/events/truckin-throwdown/2015/1412-2015-truckin-

throwdown-registration/ and fill out the form to get yourself in 

contention for 2016.

What’d you say?
BY ANTHONY SOOS

PHOTOGRAPHY: TRUCKIN STAFF
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Moab Monster

Who: BDS Suspension

What: Super Duty 6-Inch Fox Coilover Upgrade Kits

Why: Six-inch performance coilover conversion four-link systems for Ford F-250 and F-350 Super Duty 

convert the factory front coil spring suspension to a high-performance Fox 2.5 factory reservoir coilover, 

which gives proven off-road prowess and the ability to clear 37-inch tires. This coupled with Factory Protection 

Plus (FPP) gives you the peace of mind and a five-year 100,000-mile drivetrain warranty at no additional cost.

Where: 517.279.2135, www.bds-suspension.com

New Products
BY ANTHONY SOOS

PHOTOGRAPHY:  MANUFACTURERS

Quick Change

Who: Innovative Creations Inc. (ICI)

What: Magnum Roller Fairlead License Plate Adapter

Why:  The Magnum Roller Fairlead License Plate Adapter turns any roller 

fairlead into a front license plate mount. With it, customers can avoid those 

pesky traffic tickets that may result from the absence of a front license 

plate as required by law at all times now in 31 states. Made in the USA from 

premium, heavy-duty steel, and powdercoated to prevent corrosion, it also 

includes all mounting hardware for the license plate.

Where: 800.626.8746, www.accessoryproshop.com

Wet Jet

Who: Performance Online

What: Water Pump for ’47-’55 Chevy/GMC 

Why: This kit is great for the enthusiast who is converting from the old 216ci six-cylinder 

engines to the later-model ’55-’62 235ci six-cylinder engines in the ’47-’55 Series Chevy-

GMC truck. Great for those wanting the old nostalgic six-cylinder look and equipped 

vehicle, but a bit more horsepower. Included in the kit is a new pump and pulley, the 

correct fan spacer, and a gasket for easy out-of-the box installation.  

Where: 714.278.0098, www.performanceonline.com



All Terrain T/A KO2

Wrangler MT/R
w/Kevlar

Dueler A/T Revo 2

Road Venture AT51   LTX A/T 2 Scorpion ATR Geolandar A/T-S

Trail Country  Blizzak W965  

Dynapro AT-M

Destination A/T Grabber

BRAKES SUSPENSION
®

SHOP BY VEHICLE OR TALK TO AN EXPERT

888-981-3943
M-F 8am-8pm EST
SAT 9am-4pm EST

©2015 Tire Rack

AXT    AX199 Mojave II 
15  16  17  18

 Mamba   M15 
 17  18  20 

 Mamba   M17 
 16  17  18  20 

 Mamba   M18 
 15  17  18  20 

 B.R.  942 Type D Steel
16X8

D.C.    Blackout 
15  16  17  18  20

Method  Roost 
17  18  20

Method Mesh  
16  17  18  20

D.C.    Matrix 
17  18  20

Ultra    Colossus 
17  18  20

 D.C.  Terrain  
17  20

Moto Metal    MO972 
17  18  20

 Granite Alloy  GA640
16  17  18  20

U.M.X.  X106 Sawblade 
17

Ultra    Predator II 6-Spoke 
17  18  20

Moto Metal    MO972 
17  18  20

W.E.R.  501 Legend 
15  16  17

Moto Metal    MO976 
18  20  22

 Granite Alloy  GA640
16  17  18  20

Granite Alloy    GV8 
17  18

WORX    808 Beast II 
18  20

XD126
15  16  17  18  20

XD811
ROCKSTAR II
17  18  20  22  24

XD822
MONSTER II

17  18  20



New Products

Big Bang Wheels

Who: Remington 

What: Truck Wheel Series

Why: Get your truck to look as good on 

the trail as it does anywhere else with a set 

of Remington wheels. Seven new styles to 

choose from in hefty one-piece aluminum 

construction with a variety of finishes—satin 

black, silver machined, olive drab, and 

desert tan—and featuring 15- to 20-inch 

sizes with both five- and six-lug patterns 

available. To complete the look, Remington 

offers a trick set of lug nuts with a bullet-

inspired theme complete with a Remington 

USA logo head stamp. 

Where: 800.230.3030 

www.summitracing.com

Keyed Up

Who: Bolt 

What: One-Key Lock System 

Why: Bolt’s unique, patented one-key 

lock technology permanently programs 

the locks on these tonneau covers to the 

truck’s ignition key so that just a single key 

is needed, no matter how many Bolt locks 

are in use. The first time the key is inserted 

into the Bolt lock cylinder, spring-loaded 

plate tumblers move, immediately coding 

the cylinder to that unique key. New 

thumb turn latch design is ergonomic and 

easy to use.

Where: 877.251.8798 

www.boltlock.com

LIFT DESCRIPTION PRICE

5” 07-14 Tundra w/shocks $1299.94

3” 07-14 Tundra Leveling Kit $99.95

3” 07-14 Tundra Lift Kit $169.95

6” 05-12 Tacoma Suspension Lift $1249.95

4” 05-12 Tacoma Suspension Lift $1195.95

2.5” 05-11 Tacoma Leveling Kit $99.95

2.5” 07-11 FJ Cruiser Lift Kit $229.95

05-15 FORD F250 & F350

LIFT DESCRIPTION PRICE

6” Radius Arm Kit w/shocks $1279.95

4” Radius Arm Kit w/shocks $1053.48

4” 4WD w/shocks $799.96

2” Body Lit (11-15) $399.95

2” Leveling Kit $99.99

1” Budget Boost $69.99

99-04 FORD F250 & F350

6” 4WD Lift w/shocks $995.95

4” 4WD Lift w/shocks $809.95

2.5” Leveling Kit $295.95

1” Front Shackles $74.95

3” Body Lift (99-03) $334.95

1997-2014 FORD F-150

6” 2014 4WD w/shocks $1299.95

6” 2014 2WD w/shocks $1195.95

4” 2014 4WD w/shocks $1299.95

2” 2014 4WD w/shocks $169.95

2” 09-14 Leveling Kit $99.95

6“ 09-13 4WD w/shocks $1549.95

6” 09-13 2WD w/shocks $1399.95

2” 09-13 Lift Kit $169.95

6” 04-08 4WD w/shocks $1399.95

4” 04-08 4WD w/shocks $1299.95

2“ 04-08 4WD Lift Kit $169.95

2” 04-08 4WD Leveling Kit $81.95

3” 04-05 Body Lift $365.95

6“ 97-03 4WD w/shocks $1295.95

2“ 97-03 4WD Lift Kit $159.95

2” 97-03 4WD Leveling Kit $99.95

4” 97-03 4WD Combo Lift $279.95

3” 97-03 Body Lift $199.95

2” 97-03 Body Lift $187.95

DODGE 1500 4WD

LIFT DESCRIPTION PRICE

6” 2013-2014 4WD w/shocks $1519.95

4“ 2013-2014 4WD w/shocks $1409.95

6” 2012 4WD w/shocks $1519.95

4“ 2012 4WD w/shocks $1409.95

3.5” 12-14 4WD Combo Lift $659.90

2” 12-14 Adventure Series UCA Kit $519.95

1.5” 06-14 4WD Body Lift $139.95

6” 09-11 4WD w/shocks $1699.95

4” 09-11 4WD w/shocks $1599.95

4” 09-11 4WD Combo Lift $735.94

2.5” 09-11 Adventure Series UCA Kit $595.99

06-11 Heavy Duty UCA Kit $430.95

6” 06-08 4WD w/shocks $1295.95

4” 06-08 4WD w/shocks $1249.95

4” 06-08 4WD Combo Lift $761.94

2.5” 06-08 Adventure Series UCA Kit $595.99

3” 06-08 4WD Body Lift $355.95

5” 94-01 4WD w/shocks $839.95

2.5“ 94-01 Lift Kit $179.95

2.5” 94-01 Leveling Kit $99.95

5“ 02-05 4WD w/shocks $1195.95

2” 02-05 Lift Kit $149.95

2” 02-05 Leveling Kit $99.95

DODGE 2500/3500 4WD

6.5” 14-15 2500 Radius Arm Kit $1345.99

6.5” 14-15 2500 Lift Kit $1149.99

5.5” 14-15 2500 Radius Arm Kit $1320.87

5.5” 14-15 2500 Lift Kit $1124.87

4.5” 14-15 2500 Radius Arm Kit $1159.95

4.5” 14-15 2500 Lift Kit $975.95

4” 14-15 2500 Radius Arm Kit $1159.95

4” 14-15 2500 Lift Kit $975.95

2” 14-15 2500 Leveling Kit $99.95

6.5” 13-14 3500 Radius Arm Kit $1095.95

6.5” 13-14 3500 Lift Kit $899.95

5.5” 13-14 3500 Radius Arm Kit $1070.83

5.5” 13-14 3500 Lift Kit $874.83

4.5” 13-14 3500 Radius Arm Kit $999.95

4.5” 13-14 3500 Lift Kit $815.95

4” 13-14 3500 Radius Arm Kit $999.95

4” 13-14 3500 Lift Kit $815.95

2” 13-14 3500 Leveling Kit $99.95

8” 03-13 w/shocks $1329.95

6” 03-12 w/shocks $1105.95

5” 09-13 w/shocks $912.81

5” 03-09 w/shocks $770.95

5” 94-02 w/shocks $839.95

2.5” 94-12 Leveling Kit $99.95

11-15 2500 HD & 3500

LIFT DESCRIPTION PRICE

5” 2WD/4WD w/shocks $1393.74

2” Lift Kit $159.95

2” Torsion Bar Leveling Kit $99.95

01-10 CHEVY 2500 HD & 3500

6” 2WD/4WD Lift w/shocks $1149.96

3” Adventure Series UCA Lift Kit $795.95

2” Lift Kit $159.95

(01-10) Heavy Duty UCA Kit $369.95

2” Torsion Keys $99.95

07-15 CHEVY 1500

4.5 & 6.5” 4WD Lift w/shocks $1295.95

4.5 & 6.5” 2WD Lift w/shocks $999.95

3.5” Adventure Series UCA Kit $619.95

(07-13) Heavy Duty UCA Kit $395.95

3.5” 2WD/4WD Combo Lift $199.95

2” Lift Kit $129.95

2” Leveling Kit $69.95

3” Body Lift $374.95

1.5” Body Lift $149.95

99-06 CHEVY 1500 4WD

6” 4WD Lift w/shocks $1299.95

3.5” Combo Lift $249.95

2” Lift Kit $149.95

2” Torsion Keys $99.95

3” Body Lift $307.95

1.5” Body Lift $159.95

88-98 CHEVY 1500 4WD

6“ 4WD Lift w/shocks $1195.95

2” Lift Kit $149.95

2” Torsion Keys $99.95

3” Body Lift $176.95

73-87 CHEVY 1/2 & 3/4 TON PICKUP & 
73-91 1/2 & 3/4 TON BLAZER, JIMMY, SUBURB.

6“ 4WD Lift w/shocks $599.95

4” 4WD Lift w/shocks $499.95

2015 / 2004-12 COLORADO/CANYON

2.75” 2015 - Combo Lift Kit $205.95

3.5” 04-12 - Combo Lift Kit $349.95

1.5” Body Lift $165.95

1.5” Leveling Kit $49.95

2” 04-12 Leveling Kit $99.95

2“ Lift Kit $149.95

07-14 SUBURBAN/TAHOE/YUKON

6.5” 4WD Lift w/shocks $1739.99

2” Leveling Kit $69.95

2” Body Lift $319.99

92-06 SUBURBAN/TAHOE/YUKON

6” 00-06 4WD Lift w/shocks $1679.95

2“ 92-06 Torsion Bar Keys $99.95

2” 92-98 Lift Kit $149.959

3” Body Lift $199.95

+ + =

Learn more about the Factory Protection Plus Program at 560plus.com

zoneoffroad.com    888-998-9663

ZONE OFFROAD PRODUCTS
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New Products

Dirt Claws

Who: Mickey Thompson Tires

What: Baja MTZ P3

Why: The new Mickey Thompson Baja 

MTZP3 is an incredible mud terrain tire 

that’s been specially designed with a 

unique silica-reinforced tread compound 

for longer wear, enhanced wet weather 

capability, and superior cut and chip 

resistance. The Baja MTZP3 tread also 

features siped tread lugs with variable 

draft angles for better traction and stone 

ejection, and angled shoulder scallops 

with mud pocket scoops for better 

traction in mud and loose soil.

Where: 330.928.9092 

www.mickeythompsontires.com

Web of Steel

Who: SpeedStrap

What: Off Road Limiting Strap 

Why: These heavy-duty nylon straps help 

protect off-road suspensions by preventing 

over-extension of suspension components 

and have the ability to absorb energy so 

they are engineered to stretch a bit. Made 

in a variety of lengths from 8 to 40 inches 

and constructed from 7,000-pound black 

nylon webbing double wrapped over 

10,000-pound buckles made of 4130 

chromoly steel, tumbled and finished in 

corrosion-resistant black, with an internal 

deflector stitched from 346 thread. 

Where: 714.774.9444

www.speedstrap.com

 Vehicle Type Prices From
Stage 1 Kit 
Ultimax Daily driver pads & Geomet black OEM style rotors Any Vehicle     $99

Stage 2 Kit 
Greenstuff sport pads & USR slotted black Geomet Rotors Car   $145

Stage 3 Kit 
Greenstuff Trucksport pads & GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Truck/SUV       $175 

Stage 4 Kit 
Redstuff premium fast street pads & USR slotted black Geomet rotors Car   $195

Stage 5 Kit 
Yellowstuff highest friction pads & GD sport drilled black Geomet rotors Any Vehicle     $245

Kit includes 100% British made ECO friendly quality high efficiency EBC brake pads fully tested and 
approved to meet or exceed all known standards plus premium Geomet corrosion resistant G3000 iron 
rotors of your pattern choice. Geomet is the NUMBER ONE brake rotor anti corrosion surface coating used 
by OEM builders (they use silver, we prefer black Geomet). Coating withstands severe salt spray tests for 
corrosion resistance.

Ask at Pep Boys 
or your local retailer or 
shop online at ....

Brake Upgrade Kits
SIX FABULOUS CHOICES
to suit every driving style and budget. 
All EBC rotors are now black GEOMET®

corrosion resistant coated...

These rotors WILL NOT RUST

NRS® - NUCAP Retention System® 
creates a mechanical bond, 
locking the friction to the 
backing plate.

www.ebcbrakes.com 



©2015 Long Motor Corp.

(800) 562-8782      

LMCTruck.com

Parts & Accessories for Trucks & SUVs

1947-13 Chevy/GMC     1948-15 Ford     1972-15 Dodge

Make Your Truck the Envy 
of the Parking Lot

* After the sell price means Oversize Part Charge. Your order will incur a charge of $20.00 for each oversized part. Due to packing and/  
  or transportation requirements, please allow additional time for delivery. Oversized Parts are not available for air delivery.

Want to know more?
Check out our Free Detailed Catalogs, Go Online 24/7 or Call Today!

1983-87 Models
#38-9316 
$389.95*
With all chrome 
headlight bezel

1981-82 Models
#38-9314 
$399.95*
With all chrome 
headlight bezel

Dual 165MM Rectangular Headlights

1981-82 Models
#38-9313 
$319.95*

1983-87 Models
#38-9315 
$329.95*
With all chrome 
headlight bezel

1980 Models
#38-9312 
$299.95*

Single 200MM Rectangular Headlights

1979-80 Models
#38-9311 
$289.95*

1973-78 Models
#38-9310 
$249.95*

Single 7" Round Headlights

#38-9316 for 1983-87 Chevy/GMC 
(shown with optional Polished Billet 
Bowtie Emblem #37-7782 $49.95)

Front End Billet Dress Up Kits 
EXCLUSIVE 1973-87 Chevy/GMC Trucks

One Kit ... 

One Low Price!

��&XVWRP�+HDGOLJKWV
��&XVWRP�3DUNOLJKWV
��&XVWRP�6LGHPDUNHU�/LJKWV

���00�%LOOHW�$OXPLQXP�*ULOOH
��+HDGOLJKW�%H]HOV
��*ULOOH�0ROGLQJ #38-9316



Sunnies

Who: Nectar 

What: Sunglasses

Why: A quality pair of shades can be the finishing 

touch when you are standing next to your custom 

truck. But a good pair of sunglasses can set you 

back some serious coin. Not so with Nectar. 

Classic designs meet up with durable materials 

and start at only $20. Nectar also has an unheard-

of lifetime warranty where they will repair or 

replace broken sunglasses for $10! Many styles 

to choose from, with regular, polarized or even 

didymium lenses.

Where: 843.693.5339 

www.nectarsunglasses.com

Gas It Up

Who: Classic Industries

What: ’67-’81 GMC/Chevy Fuel Tank

Why: Get a quality, factory-spec replacement fuel 

tank for your GMC or Chevy project. Each fuel 

tank is manufactured to factory specifications, just 

like the originals, and features industry standard 

corrosion resistance. Hardware and mounting 

straps are available separately if needed. Each 

tank includes fuel sender lock ring, O-ring gasket, 

and filler neck (unless otherwise specified) for 

a complete installation. These fuel tanks mount 

inside the cab, vertically against the rear cab wall.

Where: 800.854.1280  

www.classicindustries.com

New Products

800-274-8437
Call for a FREE catalog or a distributor near you!

EASY SOLUTIONS
FOR EXHAUST HEAT PROBLEMS

HIGH VELOCITY

EXHAUST

JACKETS

Improve performance
Reduce temps
Protect parts

EXPRESS

SLEEVES

THE

SUPPRESSOR

Acoustical

Mat
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BY ANTHONY SOOS

RENDERING: GERALD MARTINRadical Renderings

  The ’16 Nissan Titan is ripe for customizing 

and Gerald got with his good buddy Tyler Dale, 

of American Restoration fame, to map out what 

this project will look like. Tyler’s company, 

Daily Grind Metal Fabrication, will be custom 

mandrel-bending the frame to achieve such a 

low profile, with Michigan Metalworks upper 

and lower tubular control arms and link bars.   

Viair 444 stealth black compressors will feed 

Slam Specialties ’bags through hardlines and be 

controlled by an AccuAir e-Level and AccuAir 

plug delete via Sadistic Iron Werks, with two 

5-gallon Specialty Suspension seamless air 

tanks powdercoated flat white. Grant Kustoms 

will be providing a tailgate skin and roll pan to 

go with the bead rolled bedsides and raised bed 

floor. It will be able to tuck the 26-inch custom 

cut Ultra Platinum wheels while riding on Nitto 

tires. Since starting his own gig, Tyler wanted to 

show the truck-building world that he has the 

chops to build show-quality trucks and to pay 

homage to the mini-truck style that he so loves. 

  This ’16 Ford F-250 Super Duty is being built 

by Iron Cross Automotive and debuted at 

SEMA 2015. It features a BDS 8-inch lift with 

Fox reservoir shocks and will roll on 22x14 

American Force wheels, with 37-inch Toyo MT 

Open Country tires. Since Iron Cross is at the 

helm of this build, they will be providing a set 

of their beefy bumpers, front and back, with 

one of their 22-inch lightbars set into the front 

bumper and two 6-inch light pods on either 

side. Custom paintwork is provided by industry 

vet Cole Stevens. This will be a full build, but 

will also showcase what can be done on a slight 

budget to show consumers that they can have a 

badass truck without having to mortgage their 

house to do it. 

G
erald Martin comes from an artistic household, which got him interested 

in graphic design. He got into the truck rendering business much in the 

same way that many other artists did, by joining the Army right out of high 

school and becoming part of M1A1 Abrams Tank crew! After his service in 

the armed forces, he joined the 40-hour-per-week civilian workforce and did graphics 

work on the side till he was laid off and became a full-time freelancer doing children’s 

murals, combat fighter nose art, flyer work, and anything he could find. Since then 

he started his own print shop called Revolution Printing in Houston, Texas, and will 

be debuting a mobile art gallery called Gasoline Gallery at Lone Star Throwdown. To 

view more of Gerald’s work or to commission a rendering of your own, go to facebook.

com/geraldmartinrenderings or his main site at www.workrag.com.   
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SHORT  STEPPIN’

F
or two summers Dylan Dirickson built a fence on 

his grandparents’ land to save up enough cash to 

purchase his own truck that he had his eye on. 

In 2007, at the young age of 15, the ’97 Silverado 

Stepside that he had been saving up for was purchased for 

$4,300. At first the stock form truck did its job for Dylan, but 

as he started checking out Truckin magazine at the local 

newsstand, the gears started turning in his head to customize 

things. A set of 20-inch Boss 304s, a billet grille, and a small 

stereo system were bought and installed before he even had 

his driver’s license. In 2011, with the aid of his grandfather, he 

fixed the truck back up with some subtle upgrades like new 

black carpet, a roll pan, and a GMC grille with billet insert.

After a mild build and using the truck as a commuter 

during his college years he began collecting parts. He 

purchased a set of ’bags and a used compressor with 

intentions of body dropping the truck on a weekend the week 

before Turkey Drag ’14. Shortly after Jake McKiddie made 

him an offer he couldn’t refuse on a set of billet wheels for the 

truck, which was soon laying body on 22-inch BAD wheels.

Now, Dylan is currently building a 5.3L LS-based motor 

for the truck with a small cam and stall converter. He is also 

doing some tune work and planning on shaving and re-

tubbing everything under the hood during the motor  swap. 

The ’bagged truck lifestyle has became a part of  Dylan’s 

livelihood, and he believes it’s not about shows or who 

spends the most on their truck, it’s about family, memories, 

and bonds that will last a lifetime. Since the truck has been 

body dropped, Dylan became a Petitioner for Severed Ties 

and has met some of the best people in the truck scene. He 

is now enjoying the brotherhood that the club provides its 

members.   

BY GRANT COX

PHOTOGRAPHY: GRANT COXBusted Knuckles

  Inside the Build

Year/Make/Model: 1997 Chevy C1500 Cheyenne

Owner and City/State: Dylan Dirickson; Elk City, Oklahoma

Club Affiliation: Severed Ties

CHASSIS

Front Suspension: Slam ’bags RE7, ½-inch SMC valves, stock OEM spindles, 

body-dropped factory frame, MIG and TIG Z’d framehorns

Rear Suspension: Slam ’bags RE7, ½-inch SMC valves, ⅜-inch stainless 

line, triangulated 4-link with wishbone, custom air tank, raised gas tank 

crossmember, 2x4 tubing, custom body mounts, Viair 444 chrome compressors

Shocks: Monroe

DRIVETRAIN

Engine: (To be installed) 5.3L LS, 224/224/112 LSA Texas Speed cam, LS3 intake

Transmission: Chevy 4L60E with 3200 Texas Speed converter

BODY

3-inch body drop, shaved third brake light, shaved antenna, cowl hood, shaved 

tailgate, raised Stepside fenders, shaved roll pan, GMC billet grille, tubbed the 

firewall for 22s, kept factory blower box underdash

INTERIOR

B.A.D. Mauler steering wheel, dark red carpet, dark red leather bucket seats 

with diamond stitching.

WHEELS & TIRES

Wheels: 22x8.5, 22x11 ; B.A.D Mauler

Tires: 255/30R22, 285/30R22; Nitto 555

Special Thanks: All the Severed Ties family, my girlfriend, Dean Bohrberg, 

Dusty Joe, Jarod Martin, Jake McKiddie, KillerWaxx of Kansas, SUB Ind.



888.588.3544
M–F  8 a.m. – 9 p.m. EST     SAT  9 a.m. – 6 p.m. EST

FREE SAME-DAY SHIPPING! Some restrictions apply.

We have shocks, lift and leveling kits, and accessories!

Dynapro HT

$103STARTS 
AT

NT-421Q Terra Grappler G2 EXO Grappler

$122STARTS 
AT

$156STARTS 
AT

$224 STARTS 
AT

T/A AT KO2

$150STARTS 
AT

Dynapro ATM Grabber AT2

$104STARTS 
AT

$107STARTS 
AT

Wrangler Duratrac

$193STARTS 
AT

Discoverer ATPYK-HTX

$111STARTS 
AT

$110STARTS 
AT

Ziex S/TZ-05Wild Peak A/T

$144STARTS 
AT

$110STARTS 
AT

Xtreme MT2Baja STZ Defender LTX

$190STARTS 
AT

$164STARTS 
AT

$166STARTS 
AT

Attitude M/T

$168STARTS 
AT

352

16” 
STARTS AT

$125

The Standard

15” 
STARTS AT

$139

11

15” 
STARTS AT

$145
Tuff

15” 
STARTS AT

$119

Sierra

17” 
STARTS AT

$176
Havoc

20” 
STARTS AT

$192

Chaos

15” 
STARTS AT

$100
TKO

15” 
STARTS AT

$99

Bandit

17” 
STARTS AT

$129
Fury

17” 
STARTS AT

$158
31 Series

15” 
STARTS AT

$117
Warrior

15” 
STARTS AT

$85
Regulator

15” 
STARTS AT

$135

Punch

15” 
STARTS AT

$105
Tracker Pro

16” 
STARTS AT

$169
Bully Pro

16” 
STARTS AT

$169

Wild Peak H/T STARTS 
AT

$927S 15” 
STARTS AT

$119
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I
t could be argued the last true mini-truck died with the 2011 

Ford Ranger. From that point forward, Ford’s official line was 

that it was going all F-Series for its future lineup. The midsize 

market would be a two-way oligopoly between the Toyota 

Tacoma and Nissan Frontier. Or so Dearborn thought. General Mo-

tors continued development on the Chevrolet Colorado for over-

seas markets, as did Ford for the Ranger, where it was effectively 

the F-150 in Asian and European markets. Unlike Ford, GM decided 

it wanted to take another crack at the midsize market. What we 

have in showrooms and on the road today is a result of that work. 

The right-sized Colorado that offers city-friendly utility and truck 

practicality without the bulk of a fullsize. 

The trucks are flying off lots, with just a 15-day sell-through, 

compared to the industry average of 60. This unexpected suc-

cess has not gone unnoticed by Dearborn, and indications are 

the company is considering bringing the Ranger back to the U.S. 

market within the next few years. 

If the Ranger does return, don’t expect it to look or feel any-

thing like its predecessor. The next Ranger, if we do get it in the 

States, will undoubtedly be a midsize, along the lines of the Colo-

rado, Tacoma, and Frontier. So we can pretty much count out the 

return of a true mini. Also, expect the price of entry to be at least in 

the low-$20,000 range, possibly nudging up into the low $40,000s 

for fully equipped models. 

Those prices may sound ridiculous until you realize top-trim 

½-tons are going for $60,000 or more, and HDs are pushing into 

the $80K range. So if you’re hoping for a bargain-basement hauler, 

it’s best to keep your aspirations limited to Craigslist. 

So what can we expect in the new Ranger? Plenty of 

modern bells and whistles in the form of a Sync 3 touchscreen 

interface on higher-trim models, more efficient powertrains 

with payload and towing capabilities that were the domain of 

½ tons not that long ago. The top-spec Aussie Ranger can tow a 

maximum of 7,700 pounds, more than enough for most boats, 

camper trailers, and watercrafts, or a couple of quads, dirt 

bikes, and side-by-sides. 

Exact specs for the engine and transmission are speculative 

at this point, but expect an entry-level I-4 between 2.2 and 2.5 

liters, probably producing around 180-200 hp and 185-190 lb-ft of 

torque. The next step up will probably be a naturally aspirated 

V-6. A good bet would be the 3.5-liter from the base F-150, which 

makes a respectable 283 hp and 255 lb-ft of torque. We have our 

fingers crossed for the top gasser option to be the 2.7L EcoBoost 

V-6, which cranks out a heady 325 hp and 375 lb-ft. Finally, there 

may be a diesel option. It could be the 3.2L I-5 currently offered 

in the global Ranger and U.S. Transit. However, considering Ford’s 

aggressive engine downsizing, it’s just as likely to be a power-

dense I-4 matching the power and torque of the current 3.2-liter. 

Transmissions are likely to be an eight- or 10-speed automatic, 

and possibly a six-speed manual on the base I-4 models. 

As is the trend for the midsize class, we’re not expecting a regu-

lar cab in any form. The base truck will be an extended-cab with a 

6-ish foot bed, with the majority of sales sure to be a crew cab with a 

5-ish foot bed, with the longer bed an option. 

Although we pine for the good ol’ days of the four-figure mini-

truck with crank windows, vinyl seats, and stick shift, that truck is 

not coming back, at least not from the usual sources. It may not be 

exactly as we remember it, but we’re ready to welcome back the 

Ranger in any form it may come.   

Factory Fresh
BY  EDWARD A. SANCHEZ

PHOTOGRAPHY: THE MANUFACTURERS

2018 Ford Ranger
Ford Has Change of Heart After Success of Colorado, Canyon



MOTORTRENDONDEMAND.COM  

THE WORLD’S PREMIER DESTINATION FOR AUTOMOTIVE  
 VIDEO CONTENT—MOTORSPORT, MOVIES, DOCUMENTARIES,  

ORIGINAL SERIES—AT YOUR FINGERTIPS.

DRIVE IT.
RACE IT.
LIVE IT.
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S
kyjacker Suspensions was out to show the custom 

truck world that when two like minds come together, a 

really cool and stylish truck can be made in a very short 

amount of time but still look complete and purpose-

built. It helps to have a clear vision, a top-notch build team, and 

components that are made for the exact truck that they are being 

installed on. Starting out with a ’15 Ford F-150 with that potent little 

3.5L EcoBoost as a blank canvas, the folks at Skyjacker took only 

eight weeks to assemble this flamed-out, high-riding badass to 

match almost every aspect of Willie Robertson from Duck Dynasty. 

It’s a little loud, it’s a lot bold, and it certainly does not mince words. 

That EcoBoost engine creates a whole lot of get-up-and-go on its 

own, but an Edge Programmer was added to give it just a little more 

power. All that power is nothing without control so bringing all 

those horses to a stop is a custom brake kit from SSBC. The subtle 

yet striking red, orange, and yellow flames that flow right out of 

the engine bay and down the sides of the F-150 were laid down by 

James Stalling from Xtreme Graphics in Nacogdoches, Texas, and 

are meant to mimic Willie’s favorite pair of flamed boots. 

To give the truck the clearance it needed to go anywhere and 

get back again, a Skyjacker 6-inch lift kit was specifically designed 

for the ’15 F-150, with strut spacers in the front, a one-piece 

heavy-duty ductile iron lift block, and U-bolt kit for the rear. Also 

included in the newly designed lift kit is a heavy-duty differential 

skidplate to help protect the undercarriage when on or off the 

trail. One thing that helped the overall look was the suspension 

that already came decked out in Skyjacker red, which really went 

well with the color scheme. 

BY ANTHONY SOOS

PHOTOGRAPHY: BRANDON BURRELL
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At Home on 
the Street or 

the Trail

Controlled 
Burn



  Inside the Build

Owner and City/State: Leroy McCurry Sr., West Monroe, LA

Year/Make/Model: 2015 Ford F-150 EcoBoost

CHASSIS

Front Suspension: Skyjacker 6-inch lift kit, front strut spacers

Rear Suspension: Skyjacker 6-inch lift kit and block, U-bolt kit

Brakes: SSBC custom kit

DRIVETRAIN 

Engine: 3.5L V-6 EcoBoost with Edge Programmer

BODY

Fab Four front and rear bumper, Warn Zeon 12 winch, 30-inch 

Rigid Lightbar, curved 54-inch Rigid windshield lightbar with Rigid 

mounts, AMP Research retractable side steps, Bushwacker fender 

flares, Backbone headache rack

INTERIOR

Custom black and red Katzkin seat covers, embroidered Skyjacker 

logo, Weather Tech floor liners front and rear, Garmin nüvi GPS

WHEELS & TIRES

Wheels: 20-inch American Force Faceplate FP6, McGard wheel locks, 

Tires: 35/12.5/20, Duck Commander Mud Terrain by Cooper Tires

Controlled Burn



Giving the ’15 some added use and toughness come in the form of a pair of Fab Four bumpers with 

a 30-inchRigid lightbar sitting above a Warn Zeon 12 winch in the front, and a 54-inch curved Rigid 

’bar up on the roof. Bushwacker pocket-style fender flares jut out over the top of a foursome of 20-inch 

red American Force Faceplate FP6s with Duck Commander Mud Terrain rubber by Cooper Tires. 

The interior started out as a standard Katzkin leather kit that was customized with red inserts to 

match the hot rod flames on the outside, with the Skyjacker logo sewn into the headrests. Interior 

work was also done at the Skyjacker main base, and that is why it was able to be done so fast. 

Done up as a Ford Award Vehicle specifically for Willie, Skyjacker built this truck to be functional, 

tough as nails, and complementary to the belief systems that are shared by both. 

“This ride highlights how you really can have it all when you customize your truck to fit your 

lifestyle,” says Lonnie McCurry Sr., president of Skyjacker, “It can be a hot-looking ride with controlled 

stability, while being capable of all the on-road and off-road adventures you want and deserve.” 

Skyjacker was out to show that with a great starting point, putting the right components together, 

you can get a good-looking, functional truck with the control needed for off-road adventures while 

resting in comfortable styling.   
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F
or Nathan McGregor, the custom truck 

scene has been a part of his life for over 

22 years. His diverse history of trucks 

has allowed him to build anything 

from a bodied Chevy short wheelbase dualie to a 

bodied Toyota Tacoma to even a body-dropped 

Astro van. Rolling around with his second family, 

Negative Camber, Nathan has been given some 

sweet nicknames in the truck world, such as 

“Stewart” or even “Angry Stewart” given to him by 

the late Courtney Halowell.  

Nathan felt it was time to get back into a new 

custom truck, but wanted something different from 

what he has owned in the past. Since the ’07-’13 

GMT-900 body style was introduced, Nathan could 

tell it was going to be in his garage at some point.  

In 2013, Ike Ray from Council Hill, Oklahoma, 

BY GRANT COX

PHOTOGRAPHY: GRANT COX



Going that extra distance to get her back home.

andMiles1,800
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1,800 Miles and Running
introduced his latest flamed creation, a ’07 Chevy Silverado 

body dropped on 26-inch Racelines with flames that started 

at the bottom of the lower front fender and ended back on the 

bedside. Once Nathan saw Ike’s Chevy he immediately fell in 

love with his truck. After the truck went to several car shows 

in the Midwest Ike decided to see what the truck could bring 

in, since he was getting such good feedback. This gave Nathan 

the opportunity to own his truck and keep it in the Negative 

Camber family. As fate would have it, timing was not on his 

side and the truck was sold off to a new owner in California. 

After hearing the truck had a new home, Nathan felt 

like this was the one that slipped through his fingers. To his 

surprise, after a year of soaking up some sun on the West 

Coast the current owner, Steve Yeager Jr. (yes, son of Steve 

Yeager from Dodgers fame), decided he wasn’t able to give the 

truck the road and show time it truly deserved. He decided it 

was time to let her go off to a new owner who would be able 

to give the truck the needed attention. News got to Nathan 

that he would have a second chance to own Ike’s old truck. 

Without hesitation, a phone call was made to Steve to make 

plans to go to California to pick it up.  

With Nathan’s good friend Jeff Phiffer, plane tickets were 
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 Inside the Build

Year/Make/Model: 2007 Chevrolet Silverado 

Owner and City/State: Nathan McGregor; Collierville, TN

Club Affiliation: Negative Camber

CHASIS

Front Suspension: Ekstensive lower control arms, re-

tapered stock spindles, 2,600-pound airlift ’bags

Rear Suspension: Wishbone 3-link, axle narrowed 8 

inches, Firestone F9000 sleeve ’bags 

Other: SMC ⅜-inch valves, 5-gallon tank, ⅜-inch line, 

Camozzi nickel plated fittings, 480 dual pack Viair 

compressors, AZ digital gauges, 21-gallon fuel cell behind 

axle, raised bed floor, engine lowered 2 inches, extended 

wiring harness to relocated fuse block (by Gary Gilliland), 

custom-built two-piece driveshaft, 3x4-inch rectangle 

tubing used under the cab for the body drop, redrilled axles 

and rear rotors to complete rear 5-lug conversion, by Jake 

McKiddie at Phat Phabrikationz (Oklahoma City, OK)

ENGINE

5.3L LS, Hedman shorty headers, 3-inch exhaust, 

MagnaFlow muffler, LS2 intake, cold air intake

BODY

Shaved handles, tailgate handle, top of tailgate, third brake 

light, roll pan, bed tops and stake pockets, and gas tank 

filler door, clear glass all the way around, pop-up gas cap in 

bed, tinted bedliner, basecoat and clear (House of Kolor), all 

by Ike Ray and Kyle Jones, flames by Cole Stevens 

INTERIOR

Katzkin leather by Curtis Enchos, leather wrapping by Don 

Aldridge, door pods and center console by David Adams at 

Kicker Audio

Stereo: iPad used as a head unit; Kicker IX 400.4, IX 

1000.1, two CRT 12s under back seat in custom-made 

enclosure, and four RS 6.5s in doors; installed by David 

Adams at Kicker Audio (Stillwater, OK)

WHEELS & TIRES

Wheels: 26x10, Raceline Static

Tires: 265/30R26, Versatyre TRX-5000

1,800 Miles and Running
purchased with the plan to drive the truck back 

home to return it to its Negative Camber family 

in Collierville, Tennessee. The 1,800-mile drive 

was a long stretch, but the truck was made to be 

driven, and he was going to do just that. With a self-

induced caffeine and sugar high along with a few 

crazy shenanigans, the nonstop trip had landed 

them back home without a single issue.  

Plans are in place for the truck to go under the 

knife once again for a few unique changes. The 

newly designed truck will be brought back out 

later this year. Until then, Nathan will be cruising 

the show circuit with the truck in its current form. 

Now that there is another body-dropped truck 

sitting in his garage, Nathan is sure glad to be back 

into the hobby he loves.   
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F
ord’s new beer can-

bodied F-150 was 

hands-down one of 

the stars of last fall’s 

SEMA Show—the automotive 

aftermarket industry’s annual 

smorgasbord of all things new 

and exciting. A.R.E. Accessories, 

the Ohio-based manufacturer 

of truck caps, tonneau covers, 

and other cargo management 

accessories, had one of the more 

distinctive and expressive takes 

on the new F-150. Dubbed the 

Extreme Sports project truck, their 

lifted Platinum 4x4 Super Crew 

exuded all the current attributes 

in modern off-road trucks, along 

with a blend of excursion-ready 

capability matched with show-

winning aesthetics.

Like many companies’ SEMA 

vehicles, the Extreme Sports 

F-150 was built to showcase the 

latest products and in that regard 

its highlight was A.R.E.’s new 

version of the Toolmaster HD cap 

featuring a strength-enhancing 

skeletal structure that supports 

an integral roof rack capable 

of carrying way more than a 

traditional cap. There are GoPro 

cameras mounted on the rack, 

along with plenty of auxiliary 

lighting, ensuring that no matter 

where the truck goes, there will 

be plenty of candlepower to 

record the adventure in HD. 

And while the truck 

belongs to A.R.E. Accessories, 

its progressive design and build 

were the responsibility of Trent 

VanArsdalen, of Trent’s Truck 

Upholstery, in Baltimore, Ohio. 

It’s the fifth truck that Trent has 

collaborated on with A.R.E., who 

gave him total (make that nearly 

total) creative license with the 

F-150.  “It was about 90 percent 

creative freedom,” says Van 

Arsdalen. “A.R.E. came to me with 

certain ideas and must-haves for 

the project, but after that, they 

pretty much cut me loose to 

develop the truck as I envisioned 

it. We’ve established a great 

relationship with all the project 

vehicles we’ve done, so they 

know what to expect from me 

and trust my judgment.” 

BY BARRY KLUCZYK

PHOTOGRAPHY: BARRY KLUCZYK
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A.R.E.’s Extreme 
Sports 2015 Ford 

F-150

Aluminum  Inspiration
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 Inside the Build

Year/Make/Model: 2015 Ford F-150

Owner and City/State: A.R.E. Accessories; Massillon, Ohio

CHASSIS

Suspension: Stock-type front independent coil-on-shock with double 

wishbones and solid rear axle with leaf springs; Skyjacker 6-inch lift kit 

installed by Mark Boyden and Mike Saunders of TTU, King off-road shocks, 

Hellwig load and sway control, AirLift LoadLifter air springs, ARB diff cooler 

and air compressor

Brakes: Ford four-wheel disc with 13.8-inch front and 13.2-inch rear rotors

DRIVETRAIN

Engine: Ford 5.0L TiVCT DOHC V-8 rated at 385 hp/387 lb-ft of torque; 

aluminum block and heads; sequential port fuel injection; E85 capable

Transmission: Ford SelectShift six-speed automatic

Rearend: Ford 9.75-inch

Exhaust: Corsa Performance 3-inch stainless steel

Differential: Ford electronic locker with 3.55 ratio

BODY 

A.R.E. Toolmaster HD cap with integral roof rack incorporating Rigid Industries 

LED lighting, GoPro cameras, and mounts and spare tire; custom grille inserts 

by Trent’s Trick Upholstery; modified Fab Fours bumpers front and rear 

bumpers with custom stainless steel front vent covers; Rigid Industries LED 

lighting in and beneath the front bumper; rear step covers with stainless mesh 

inserts; Bushwacker fender flares affixed with Devil Accessory fasteners; Plain 

and Simple headlamps and taillights; Monster Hook hitch hook; BOLT hitch lock; 

custom two-tone with graphics by Aaron Lynch, of Lynch Concept 

INTERIOR

Designed and installed by Trent’s Trick Upholstery, custom stainless steel door/

center console instrument panel inserts, installed with solid rivets, blue leather 

seat inserts; multipurpose inner tubes used as a rack to suspend helmets and 

for emergency bike tire repairs, custom-fabricated GoPro charging system, K2 

Extreme coolers, 110V charging system, PickUp Vault bed storage, custom LED 

lighting and diamond-plate cap walls

Stereo: Kicker audio equipment with 5-channel amp integrated into the factory 

stereo system, inverted speaker pods with custom, perforated blue leather trim

WHEELS & TIRES

Wheels: 20x10, DUB Monster Energy 6-spoke wheels with custom paint 

accents by Lynch Concepts

Tires: 37x13.50R20, Toyo Open Country M/T  
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The display helmets displayed behind the cap’s lift-up side 

glass are a perfect example. Showing them was a must for A.R.E., 

and they figured it could be done with mannequin heads. 

VanArsdalen had a different idea: suspend them from inner 

tubes. “I had always wanted to use inner tubes in a build and this 

was the perfect opportunity,” he says. “At first, they thought I was 

nuts, so I demonstrated it with rubber bands and ball bearings. 

They were still a little dubious about it, but said they trusted me; 

and in the end, it worked great.”

The display helmets are just a few elements of a fully stocked 

cargo bed that includes toys for just about every outdoor activity 

you can think of—and they’re mounted on a couple of custom-

trimmed PickupVault bed lockers designed to house truly valuable 

items and other things that needn’t be seen by prying eyes.

VanArsdalen says the F-150’s unique body material 

influenced the creative direction for the truck, too, which 

is manifested in the “mechanical wilderness” motif seen in 

custom stainless steel trim and accent pieces on the exterior 

and interior. The pattern is picked up in painted accents on the 

tailgate, hood, and some of the suspension components, too. 

“They’re modern-looking accents for the most modern and 

technologically advanced of new trucks,” he says. “The same 

goes for the color scheme, which really accentuates the high-

tech aura of the 2015 F-150.”

“Trent knocked it out of the park again for us,” said Andy 

Clutter, A.R.E.’s marketing manager. “This truck really conveys 

functional beauty. It sacrifices nothing in capability, while 

making a dramatic statement in contemporary truck styling.” 

We aren’t the only ones who agree. The truck nabbed one of the 

coveted Mothers Choice awards at the SEMA Show and only 

slightly less attention than Elvis would have generated had he 

strolled through the Ford display. 

Of course, there are tons more to the truck than we have 

room to describe here. It’s got a Skyjacker suspension, huge 

DUB wheels, a Kicker sound system, and so on. You can get the 

download from Inside the Build section, but for us the bottom 

line is presence. This truck has it in spades, and we look forward 

to more customized interpretations of the new F-150—but they 

have a tall hurdle to clear. A.R.E. and Trent VanArsdalen have set 

a high benchmark.   







MIDNIGHT OIL
BY MIKE ALEXANDER

PHOTOGRAPHY: MIKE MCCONNELL & JESSE SCHINKEL
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A LONG “RUN” FROM DREAM TO REALITY

B
uilding the ultimate custom truck takes a lot of 

time, effort, and pure dedication—especially for 

those who do most of the build themselves. For 

Mark Ratkovic of Alberta, Canada, that timeline 

has run through three winters now and as he shared with us, 

still continues on (since nothing is ever really finished, right?). 

But as they say, good things do come with time and this truly 

radical ’90 Toyota 4Runner is certainly putting new standards 

to that claim.

Having purchased the SUV for just $2,000 in 2012, Mark 

has transformed this ride from his daily to a full-on custom 

showstopper, and he’s still not 100 percent finished with the 

plans he has in store for this wild build. Just like his previous 

builds, which include a ’90 Mazda B2200, a ’89 Ford Ranger, and 

numerous VWs, this Toyota is well on the path to excellence, 

but he’s stopped for a breather to complete the build in its 

current form.

What really makes this 4Runner so killer is undoubtedly the 

pavement-scraping stance, which comes from the combination 

of the body being channeled 2.5 inches (compliments of the 

previous owner), Air Lift Dominator 2 ’bags on all four corners, 

and 18-inch Dcenti wheels that tuck up oh-so nicely into the 

fenderwells. Of course, the fiberglass hood, which gives the 

front fenders more of a rolled-in appearance and doubles as the 

inner fenderwells up front, helps add to the already mean look 

of Mark’s pride and joy.



 Inside the Build

Year Make Model: 1990 Toyota 4Runner

Owner and City/State: Mark Ratkovic from Red Deer, Alberta, Canada

Club Affiliation: Forbidden Fantasy

CHASSIS

Front suspension: Air Lift Dominator 2 ’bags, Monroe shocks, KBS 

upper and lower tubular control arms, AccuAir management

Rear suspension: Homebuilt triangulated 4-link with ’bags on lower 

bars, Air Lift Dominator 2 ’bags, Monroe shocks, AccuAir management

DRIVETRAIN

Engine: 4.7L 2000 2UZ-FE V-8, wire tuck, Optima Yellow battery, 

wrapped and modified stock headers, custom 2.5-inch exhaust with 

MagnaFlow mufflers

BODY

Channeled 2.5 inches, billet grille, rear bumper deleted, shaved cowl, 

firewall, and wipers, fiberglassed hood, 3x6 sliding ragtop; bodywork and 

black paint done by Wayne Murray of Speedy Collision

INTERIOR

Vinyl red racing seats, painted dash, red carpet, wrapped billet steering 

wheel, custom center console with cupholders, window switches, and 

AccuAir controller 

Stereo: MDF subwoofer enclosure, JL JX 360/4 and two JL JX 1000/1D 

amps, four JL 10-inch WXV2 subs, JL 6 ½-inch component speakers in 

front doors, DVD player

WHEELS & TIRES 

Wheels: 18x8.5, Dcenti

Tires: 215/35/R18, Durun Sport One

Special Thanks From Owner: Steve Woodward at BagBarn.com, 

Wayne Murray at Speedy Collision, “My wife, family, and club for the 

support and push to get it finished.”

MIDNIGHT OIL

In addition to the fiberglass hood, other custom body modifications 

done by Speedy Collision give the truck defining flair, including the 

shaved cowl, rear bumper delete, and the massive 3x6-foot sliding 

ragtop, one of Mark’s favorite modifications of the build. Glowing from 

the light let in by the giant ragtop, red vinyl race seats act as driver and 

passenger havens behind a painted red dashboard and a custom 

wrapped billet steering wheel. Between the seats sits a custom-built 

center console, which houses not only the window switches and 

cupholders, but also the AccuAir air management controller. Adding 

to the appeal of the interior is the full JL Audio stereo system, complete 

with onboard DVD player.

Originally equipped with a four-cylinder engine, the 4Runner now 

boasts a 4.7L ’00 Toyota 2UZ-FE V-8 backed by a 4Runner driveshaft 

with the Tundra yolk, and an automatic transmission. It was actually the 

transmission behind the four-banger originally going out that prompted 

the engine swap and the full rebuild of the truck. With so much work put 

into the build by Mark in his own garage over the last three years, this one 

definitely holds a special place in Mark’s long list of accomplishments. 

As Mark told us, a build of this magnitude would not be possible 

without his understanding wife, Patricia, and the kids being patient 

with him while he was working in the garage, along with his fellow 

members of Forbidden Fantasy to help give him the drive and much 

needed push to get the truck finished and on the road. Though no 

project is ever completely done, Mark’s 4Runner will soon be as close 

to done as it’s ever going to be. And you can guarantee when that day 

comes, there will be no stopping it from hitting the winner’s circle at 

shows all across the country!   
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BY CHRIS SHELTON

PHOTOGRAPHY: CHRIS SHELTON

Giving 
up the 
Truck 
Life

Two-Plus-Two Truckin’

T
here comes a time 

in most peoples’ 

lives when they 

reassess their 

path in the interest of growth. It 

usually comes at a crossroads: 

getting married, having kids, 

buying a house, or merely 

realizing one’s own mortality 

inspires people to alter their 

course. These corrections on 

this road called life usually spell 

the end of pursuits began in 

adolescence, cars and trucks for 

example, but people sacrifice 

one thing to make another part 

of their lives better. 

Then, there’s the rest 

of us. Trucks don’t exactly 

accommodate a wife and a 

couple kids but leaving the 

truck world wasn’t an option 

for Rick Severson; he’s a lifer 

(his parents were hobby 

builders). In fact, he liked it so 

much he bought the company, 

to paraphrase Victor Kiam 

(the electric-shaver guy if 

you’re not old enough to 

feel your mortality yet). 

Specifically he started Chevy 

Metal, an outfit that supplies 

parts for ’60-’87 pickups. So 

selling anything on wheels is 

pretty much selling out. 

But that doesn’t mean he 

couldn’t change the things 

around him. In this case he 

adapted to the C10’s more 

domestic cousin, the Blazer. “I 

bought this one as a running 

project,” Rick begins. Then he 

transformed it into a rolling 

business card for his shop. 

He extracted the chassis 

and hired Old Iron Classics 

in Vancouver, Washington, to 

C-notch the rear and remount 

the 12-bolt rear axle with a 

stainless four-link setup. Rick 

ditched the stamped control 

arms for a set of RideTech’s 

StrongArms and the knuckles 

for a pair of Belltech’s dropped 

version. Both ends wear GM 

discs. Naturally the truck rides 

on air. Two Viair compressors, 

RideTech Big Red valves, and 

half-inch line feed Firestone 

springs. Before he fully 

reassembled the chassis, Rick 

sent everything to Vancouver 

Powder Coating for finishing. 

Severson knows little about 

the oval-port 402 that powers 

the truck largely because 

a rebuild just prior to his 

ownership made it run good 

enough to leave alone. He did, 

however, top it with a Holley 

Street Dominator carburetor 

on a Performance Products 

manifold. Hedman headers 

feed 2½-inch pipes that Old 

Iron built with 40-series 

Flowmaster mufflers. The 

pipes pass a TH400 assembled 

by Vancouver’s Alan Bragg.  

Portland’s Driveline Service 

built the driveshaft. 
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Two-Plus-Two Truckin’

Just because the body 

remains basically stock doesn’t 

mean there isn’t a ton of work in 

it. Its resurrection meant dipping 

into his catalog of parts, among 

them a Key Parts Tri Plus hood. 

Friend Tim Proffer shaved the 

badges and tailgate trim and 

Severson filled a few seams and 

relocated the filler behind the 

side marker. He replaced the 

grille insert with 8mm billet bars.   

The body wears Lesonal’s 

interpretation of Lamborghini 

Arancio Atlas. Severson’s buddy, 

painter Kevin Dehut, shot it 

then cut and buffed the finish. “I 

have painted many cars but this 

tri-stage paint is so expensive 

that it wasn’t in the budget to do 

it twice,” Rick admits. “He takes 

pride in this project, and it’s great 

to have friends who will help out 

when you need it.” 
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This Blazer is more than a means for Severson to shuttle 

his family around; it’s also a means to bond with his family. 

His dad, Russell, a retired sheetmetal worker and veteran car 

builder, dusted off his tools to build various structures like the 

box around the air tank. His mom, Lois, also a builder in her own 

right, trimmed the interior. And that’s not just a straight install, 

either; she scratch-made interior pieces to trim the side panels 

and enclosure. These panels showcase the various Sony Xplōd 

components like the XM-554Z 600-Watt amplifier, 6.5-inch coaxial 

speakers, 6x9s, and two 12-inch subwoofers. 

Rick’s stepdaughters, Gen and Lil, even got in on the act by 

pitching in on the often-unheralded work like cleaning and 

detailing before shows and in this case before this shoot. “Now 

they both want cool cars when their time to drive comes,” he 

says. And they’ll likely have something exceptional if only so he 

can pay back their mother, Kerin. “I can’t thank her enough for 

the patience it takes to see these kinds of projects through,” he 

says. “She never complains about time in the shop—that kind of 

support is awesome! 

“Being in the business of selling truck parts definitely saved 

me few bucks,” Rick says. “But the help of family and friends, I’m 

happy to have built an affordable rig with just the right amount of 

eyeball. It’s not a budget buster, and it’s not one of those kinds of 

rigs you’re afraid to drive.

“It seems like someone always has one that’s lower or faster or 

cooler,” he continues. “But I built this with the help of some great 

people. And I’m proud of the results.”     

Two-Plus-Two Truckin’

Inside the Build

Year/Make/Model:

1972 Chevrolet Blazer

Owner and City/State:  

Rick and Kerin Severson; Vancouver, WA 

CHASSIS

Front Suspension: RideTech StrongArms, Belltech dropped knuckles,  

stainless four-link by Old Air Iron Classics (Vancouver, WA),  

OEM GM disc front  

Rear Suspension: RideTech air springs and dampers, Cadillac conversion  

DRIVETRAIN

Chevrolet 402 with a Holley Street Dominator on a Professional Products 

manifold, Hedman headers with 2½ Flowmaster system by Old Iron Classics, 

GM TH400 by Alan Bragg with shift kit, aluminum pan, and braided lines. 

BODY

Filled seams and shaved badges and tailgate trim, Tri-Plus hood, billet grille, 

tri-stage Lesonal paint by Kevin Dehut, Vancouver (Arancio Atlas)

INTERIOR

All seat covers, panels made from reproduction materials by Lois Severson, 

GM Sport Wheel, Auto Custom Carpet kit

Stereo: Sony Xplōd CDX GT630UI head unit, XM-554Z amplifier, 6.5-inch 

component set (front staging), 6x9 coaxial, and 12-inch subwoofers 

WHEELS & TIRES

Wheels:  20x8.5 with 4.75-inch backspace; 20x10 with 5.5-inch backspace, 

Coys Equipped C5  

Tires: 245/35ZR20; 275/35ZR20, Hankook Ventus V4

Special Thanks: 

Kevin Dehut for helping build it, Lois for trimming it and fabricating boxes 

and panels, Gen and Lil for detailing and show prep, and most of all Kerin for 

understanding.
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From 
NASCAR to 
Your Truck

A Trio of Truck Performance Parts From Roush Yates Engines

Source:

ROUSH YATES PERFORMANCE PRODUCTS

877.604.8077

www.roushyatesparts.com

I
f you have watched 

a NASCAR race in 

the last decade you 

have seen their work. 

Roush Yates Racing Engines 

began as a partnership several 

years ago between notable 

Ford team owners Robert 

Yates and Jack Roush with an 

objective to combine assets 

and build championship-

winning engines for both their 

teams. Today, Roush Yates 

produces every Ford engine 

for teams racing in NASCAR’s 

Sprint Cup Series. Under 

the guidance of company 

president Doug Yates, it 

has won championships— 

most recently with Brad 

Keselowski— and at least 

100 races in both NASCAR’s 

Sprint Cup and Xfinity Series. 

Of course, that’s what the 

company is famous for. What 

fewer people know is that 

Roush Yates also builds the 

EcoBoost race engines that 

power the Ford prototype cars 

to great success in the IMSA 

United SportsCar Series.

Recently, Roush Yates 

decided to branch out into 

street performance under 

the Roush Yates Performance 

Products banner. The road 

map they have sketched out 

is to partner with established 

companies in a particular 

area and contribute their 

engineering expertise to 

codevelop components 

that perform to their high 

standards. It is a unique plan, 

but it already seems to be 

paying off. Roush Yates has 

partnered with JMS Chip 

and Performance to create 

the Roush Yates by JMS 

BoostMAX and PedalMAX. 

These products piggy-back 

onto a vehicle’s computer 

system to increase boost 

pressure in EcoBoost 

engines (BoostMAX) or 

increase throttle sensitivity 

(PedalMAX). These are 

especially interesting 

because of the company’s 

extensive experience racing 

the EcoBoost engine. On the 

suspension side of things, 

Roush Yates has partnered 

with Hellwig to create a line of 

ultrahigh-quality sway bars. 

We wanted to get a closer 

look at all three, so we paid 

a visit to the Roush Yates 

Performance Products 

Installation Center when 

installers Jeff “Jr.” Paxton and 

Sean Irvan were working on a 

new ’15 Ford F-150 powered by 

a 2.7L turbocharged EcoBoost 

engine. The Roush Yates by 

JMS BoostMAX is an electronic 

control system that can 

increase the boost pressure 

on EcoBoost engines. We 

were told the unit for the 2.7L 

EcoBoost can raise the boost 

pressure by as much as 5 psi 

and increase the horsepower 

by 40 or more. The Roush 

Yates by JMS PedalMAX unit, 

meanwhile, improves on the 

drive-by-wire stock throttle 

system by taking out the lag 

and making it feel much more 

responsive. Both work by 

piggybacking a control module 

on the stock electronics to 

modify the signal to either the 

turbo or throttle controls. It is 

an impressive system because 

it doesn’t make any changes 

to the computer, so it doesn’t 

affect the warranty. There is no 

cutting or splicing of wires, the 

simple plug-and-play system 

just connects to the existing 

wiring harness. Both the 

BoostMAX and the PedalMAX 

are pretty stealth and can be 

installed in about an hour. The 

BoostMAX units work with all 

of Ford’s different EcoBoost 

engines. The PedalMAX 

system, however, isn’t limited 

to just EcoBoost engines. It will 

work with all Ford vehicles 

from the 2011 model year on 

up. So follow along below and 

check out the Roush Yates 

website to see what’s available 

for your F-150.   

BY JEFF HUNEYCUTT

PHOTOGRAPHY: JEFF HUNEYCUTT

1. We threw all three 

of Roush Yates 

Performance Products’ 

new upgrades at this ’15 

Ford F-150, and not only 

did we get a truck that’s 

much more fun to drive, 

but the dyno also shows 

an improvement of 42 

additional horsepower.

  1.
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From NASCAR to Your Truck

2. Even though the V-6 is shorter than the usual V-8, the F-150’s cab-

forward design still puts much of the engine “under glass.” Thankfully, 

Roush Yates by JMS’s BoostMAX unit can provide a significant 

horsepower increase without making any modifications to the engine 

itself.

4. Step one is to connect the BoostMAX 

control module to the wiring harness. The 

control module is separate so if it is ever 

damaged or starts giving problems, it can be 

removed easily and sent for repair. It uses a 

multi-pin connector, and a secure connection 

is maintained thanks to two screws. Roush 

Yates even includes the correct-size 

screwdriver in the kit.

7. Here, you can see the two plugs for the 

TIP portion of the BoostMAX wiring harness 

“spliced” between the TIP sensor and the OE 

plug.

5. After disconnecting the ground to the 

battery to kill the electrical system, Roush 

Yates’ Jeff “Jr.” Paxton pulls the engine 

cover to reveal the MAP (manifold absolute 

pressure) and TIP (turbo inlet pressure) 

sensors. This is the TIP sensor you see on the 

air inlet tube just in front of the throttle body.

8. The MAP sensor is located on top of the V-6 

EcoBoost engine’s black plastic manifold. 

Here, the BoostMAX plugs have already been 

clicked into place and the wiring harness 

secured with a few zip ties. Notice how the 

BoostMAX wiring harness blends right in with 

the OE wiring to remain super stealth.

6. The BoostMAX wiring harness is clearly 

labeled with the plugs that go to the MAP and 

TIP sensors. There are two plugs for each—a 

male and a female—and they splice into the 

stock wiring between the sensor and the OEM 

plug. Here, Paxton plugs the wiring harness in 

between the MAP and TIP sensors.

9. The wiring harness is long enough to 

allow you several mounting options for 

the BoostMAX control module, but Paxton 

prefers to use a couple strips of double-sided 

tape to mount it to the side of the engine 

compartment on the driver side just in front of 

the firewall.

3. The BoostMAX control module and wiring harness is on the left. It 

also includes a control knob, which is on the upper right-hand side of 

this photo. In the center is the PedalMAX control module and wiring 

harness.

  2.  3.

  4.

 7.

  5.

  8.

  6.

  9.
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16. The throttle has an accelerator pedal position sensor above the 

pedal bracket. Here, the connector has been unplugged from the 

sensor and the PedalMAX wiring harness has been plugged up in 

between. The control module has been zip tied out of the way behind 

the dash.

10. The last piece of the BoostMAX wiring 

harness is this four-pin connector for 

the boost control knob. It routes to the 

interior behind the dash and goes through 

a grommetted hole in the firewall into the 

interior of the truck.

13. The PedalMAX system makes the truck 

more fun to drive by cutting the throttle lag 

inherent in Ford’s drive-by-wire system. Like 

the BoostMAX, it is a plug-and-play system 

with a removable control module. While 

the BoostMAX is designed exclusively for 

EcoBoost engines, the PedalMAX system will 

work with any Ford engine from 2011 on up.

11. You can see the hole in the firewall Ford 

uses to pass the wiring harness through to the 

cab. The wiring for the boost control knob is 

narrow, so as you can see, it can pass through 

too without causing any problem.

14. It can be a bit difficult to understand how 

the harness works and where everything 

plugs when mating the two systems, so we 

thought it would be easier with a couple 

photos. On the left is the wiring harness for 

the BoostMAX. You can see how the four-pin 

plug connects to the boost control knob in 

the center. If you are using just the BoostMAX 

system, that’s all there is to it. The harness for 

the PedalMAX is on the right.

12. The additional boost provided by the 

BoostMAX can be set by this control knob. The 

zero setting essentially turns the BoostMAX 

off and returns the EcoBoost to OEM settings. 

On the other end of the range, the “100” 

setting, or 100 percent, pumps five additional 

pounds of boost to the combustion chambers, 

which is usually worth over 50 hp at the rear 

wheels. If you are operating at full additional 

boost, 93-octane gasoline is a must. A good 

mounting option is to use one of the fasteners 

that holds the OBD-II plug in place to also 

bolt up the control knob. This keeps it in easy 

reach yet out of sight.

15. Pairing the PedalMAX harness to the 

BoostMAX is simple. First, unplug the boost 

control knob and plug in the four-pin plug 

from the PedalMAX harness. The PedalMAX 

harness has a second four-pin plug for the 

boost control knob, and it has already been 

plugged in as you can see. The two larger 

plugs that are open are to splice the unit into 

the OEM electronic throttle controls. The 

last four-pin plug you see (near the control 

module) is for an included chip that dials back 

some of the aggressiveness of the PedalMAX. 

Paxton says that his customers never use 

the chip, instead preferring the full-go feel 

provided by the PedalMAX system.

 17. The installation of both the BoostMAX and PedalMAX units took 

about an hour, and Paxton moves on to install a set of Roush Yates by 

Hellwig sway bars designed expressly for Ford’s new F-150.

  16.  17.

  10.

 13.

  11.

  14.

  12.

  15.
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18. The F-150 does not include a rear sway bar, so Roush Yates and 

Hellwig have done all the engineering to design a kit that bolts up 

without any cutting or welding on your truck necessary, and includes 

everything you will need right down to grease for the bushings. 

19. To keep you from having 

to cut and weld attachment 

points to the frame of the 

truck, they have come up 

with a pretty neat method 

for mounting the clevis. 

This threaded plate has 

a length of stiff wire tack 

welded to it so you can 

slide it through a hole in the 

frame and position it in the 

proper position for bolting 

up the clevis.

23. Loosely attach the endlinks to the clevis 

that was installed on the framerail earlier

24. Finally, attach the ends of the sway bar 

to the endlinks. The Roush Yates by Hellwig 

bars feature a level of adjustability not found 

in many sway bars on the market. Start by 

bolting the endlinks to the center holes. If 

you want the bar to act stiffer (like a larger 

diameter bar), move the attachment point to 

the inner hole. If you want it softer, move to 

the outer hole.

22. Attach the 

U-bolts over the rear 

axle making sure 

they are under any 

brake lines, wires, 

or hoses on the axle 

because those can 

be crushed when 

the U-bolts are 

tightened.

25. Finally, the truck is put back down on the 

ground so that the suspension is sitting at ride 

height before tightening all the fasteners to 

the torque values supplied in the instructions.

27. Removing the stock front sway bar is 

relatively straightforward. The first step is to 

unbolt both sides of the bar from the endlinks. 

Unlike the rear of the truck where the endlinks 

hang down from the frame, here they extend 

up from the lower control arms and the bar 

slides right off the top.

26. Up front the Ford already has a sway bar, 

although a bit too small and flexible for real 

performance driving in our opinion. The 

first step is to remove the cover that sits just 

behind the crossmember directly underneath 

the transmission and sway bar.

20. Use the wire to 

hold the threaded 

plate in position 

while you thread 

in the clevis with a 

½-inch bolt. Once the 

bolt is torqued to 50 

ft-lb, bend the wire 

back and forth until 

it breaks free.

21. Use the included 

grease to lubricate 

the bushings and 

install both on the 

sway bar, along with 

the saddle brackets, 

as far outboard as 

possible.

  18.

 19.

 23.

 24.

 21.

 22.

 20.

  26.   27.

  25.
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28. Next, remove the two nuts holding the 

saddle brackets to the frame on each side, and 

the sway bar drops right out.

31. Paxton and Irvan bolt up the saddle 

brackets to the frame in the OE location.

29. Here, you can 

see the difference 

in beefiness 

between the stock 

bar (black) and 

the Roush Yates 

by Hellwig bar 

(blue). The new 

bar is a single 

piece of heat-

treated, high-

strength steel 

tubing, which 

should provide 

consistent 

performance for 

years.

32. The new, bigger bar simply drops right 

over the endlinks. Use the original hardware 

to secure the ends to the links.

30. Make sure to coat both sides of the 

included rubber bushings with the provided 

grease to prevent squeaks. The kit also 

includes new saddle brackets.

33. Finally, the kit also includes a pair of collars that connect to the 

sway bar just to the inside of both bushings. These collars keep the bar 

centered and help improve consistency from turn to turn. Although 

we are still running the stock shocks and springs, both the front and 

rear sway bars will work quite well if the truck is lowered or lifted as 

future upgrades are made.

34. Paxton had already made a baseline run with the truck on Roush 

Yates Products’ chassis dyno, and as soon as we finished the install we 

took it right back to the dyno to test the results of the BoostMAX unit. 

35. With five additional pounds of boost we saw improved power all 

the way across the board with peak increases of 42 hp and a very 

impressive 76 lb-ft of torque. That’s definitely something that we’ll 

feel from the driver seat!

  34.

  28.   29.

  30.   31.   32.

  33.

  35.
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Living the High Life

ReadyLIFT 
Installs a 

7-inch Kit 
on the New 

F-150

Source:

READYLIFT

877.759.9991

www.readylift.com

NITTO TIRES 

888.529.8200

www.nittotire.com

BMF WHEELS 

888.313.2580

www.bmfwheels.com

W
hen sizing 

up a brand- 

new four- 

wheel-drive 

truck, a few questions can 

arise. Should it be lifted? How 

high? It seems natural to 

add a few inches of altitude 

to a truck that already has 

the capability to drive over 

just about anything that a 

concrete jungle has to offer. 

When raised up, say 7 inches, 

most obstacles become little 

more than speed bumps 

when teamed up with the 

right lift kit. 

The right lift kit also 

then has to be assessed. 

Does the company have a 

solid reputation for making 

high-quality kits that were 

designed specifically for your 

truck? Does the kit look like 

it’s constructed of top-quality 

steel to make for a rock solid 

platform that will give years 

of reliability and confidence 

when out in the wild having 

fun? We got a hold of a new 

’15 Ford F-150 XLT Crew Cab 

and went to ReadyLIFT to get 

those questions answered.  

We wanted to take this 

untouched ’15 and give it a 

larger presence out on the 

road by installing a 7-inch 

lift kit from ReadyLIFT at 

their Southern California 

headquarters and R&D 

garage. Their capable crew 

was able to install this kit 

in the recommended time, 

without even breaking a 

sweat. It helps to have the 

guys who designed the kit 

right there bolting it up, 

making this install a breeze. 

While this kit does add 

a significant amount of lift, 

it is designed to maintain 

the factory ride, factory 

suspension setup, and 

steering geometry. With its 

no-weld design, this kit is 

a direct bolt-on instillation 

that includes beefy cast-iron 

nodular steering knuckles, 

a patent-pending rack-

and-pinion steering drop 

correction system, and an 

integrated differential drop 

bracket system to ensure 

correct CV axle angles. 

Most importantly, this kit is 

designed to keep the stock 

tie-rod ends, so that there’s 

no problem aligning the truck 

in the future. Plus, there is no 

need to shorten the steering 

rods, which keep the stock 

steering radius. Included in 

the kit is a set of ReadyLIFT 

SST3000 rear shocks to really 

make it all inclusive. 

Before the lift, this factory-

fresh F-150 drove just fine, 

but felt a little lacking in the 

attitude department. Once we 

had it properly raised up we 

had a noticeable increase in 

driver enjoyment, a general 

feeling of height envy from 

every other stock-height 

truck that crossed our path, 

and the feeling that no 

obstacle could stand in our 

way. 

Watch as we install this 

ReadyLIFT 7-inch lift kit on 

our ’15 Ford F-150 and install 

a set of 37/12.5R20 Nitto Trail 

Grapplers mounted to 20x10 

BMF SOTA wheels.   

BY ANTHONY SOOS

PHOTOGRAPHY: ANTHONY SOOS

1. First off we removed all 

four wheels, as we would be 

working in and around those 

areas when we attacked the 

front and rear suspension. 

We also disconnected the 

battery, not because we were 

doing anything electrical—

it’s always a good idea to do 

that.

2. It was then time to 

remove the tie-rod ends, 

which we buzzed out with 

our larger air-powered 

impact wrench using a 

21mm socket. After the nut 

was removed, we had to 

use a dead blow hammer 

to dislodge it from its 

home in the knuckle.

  1.   2.
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3. Next, we removed the brake caliper by 

unbolting the anchor bracket bolts using our 

pneumatic wrench with a 21mm socket, and 

hooked the caliper to the frame. The boys at 

ReadyLIFT have constructed some heavy-duty 

brake caliper hooks using a leaf-spring U-bolt 

that had been cut and welded back together. Pro 

Tip: Go get some junk U-bolts and do this, you’ll 

thank ReadyLIFT later.

4. We continued dismantling the brake system 

by pulling the center cap that protects the axle 

nut. Then, we removed the brake rotor and set it 

aside in a safe place as we would be reinstalling 

them after the lift kit was properly installed. 

We then unbolted the dust shield using a 15mm 

socket.

7. Next on the list was the driveshaft. We 

removed all of the mounting bolts until it was 

free from the differential and left to hang down 

and out of the way.

10. After the control arms frame pocket has been 

cut away, a grinding wheel was used to sand 

down any sharp edges. Make sure to wear eye 

and face protection as our installer Mike did 

here. Yours truly was only shielded by a camera 

and was repeatedly showered with sparks trying 

to get the perfect shot.

5. The upper ball joint was loosened with an 

18mm socket, and we gave it a good hit with 

the aforementioned hammer to dislodge it. We 

loosened the lower ball joint as well, but kept it 

together so the axle and the vacuum actuator 

could be slid from the steering knuckle. We 

were extra, extra careful not to damage the 

delicate vacuum actuator, and you should be 

too. After the knuckle was free, we set it aside to 

be worked on later.

8. In order to remove the steering rack, we 

unbolted the skidplate and disconnected 

the electrical leads, then we buzzed out the 

mounting bolts. The steering rack was then 

removed. In preparation for removing the 

differential, we quickly removed the rear 

crossmember and set it aside as we would 

be installing a new one from the kit.  We then 

removed the diff itself.

13. With the drop brackets securely in place, it 

was time for the diff to be reinstalled with the 

supplied hardware from the kit. Two shiny 9/16x 

4-inch bolts and washers held the diff to both of 

the drop brackets and, again, not tightened till 

the whole kit was installed.

11. We decided to do some of the heavy lifting 

first and installed the front crossmember using 

the factory bolts that we saved. Installation 

took the use of another shoulder (not pictured) 

and is recommended as that sucker is heavy! 

We left the bolts loose for the time being to be 

tightened up later.

6. Turning our attention to removing the lower 

control arm, we removed the sway bar endlink 

and the sway bar itself, then removed the strut 

bolts from the lower control arm, and let the arm 

swing down. Using a 21mm socket, we removed 

the control arm and set it aside to be reused.

9. We marked off the rear lower control arm 

frame pocket with a silver Magic Marker, and got 

out our some cutting tools. Our installer Mike 

chose to use a combination of grinding wheel 

and Sawzall to lop off the unneeded metal.

12. The driver-side diff drop bracket was next to 

be installed, and it has a ¾-inch rod end, which 

then needed to be adjusted to have 1 ¾ inches 

of clearance and torqued its Allen bolt down. It 

was then time to install the passenger-side drop 

bracket, which looks like a normal bracket with 

no rod end.

  3.

  9.

  12.

  6.

  4.

  7.

  5.

  8.

  13.

  10.

  11.
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Living the High Life

14. The sway bar drop brackets were next to be 

installed and went in using new 7/16x1¼-inch 

bolts from the bolt bag. We were careful to 

note that each side was different and cannot be 

interchanged. The 45-degree angle goes to the 

front of the truck.

17. The electrical connections were plugged 

back into the steering rack as we reinstalled 

it. We left the mounting bolts in the front 

crossmember in preparation to mount the rack 

so we were not fumbling around to find them. 

When it was loosely mounted, we reattached 

the steering extension linkage onto the factory 

pinch bolt and torqued it down.  

20. We prepped the driveshaft to be reinstalled by 

putting a small amount of tread locking fluid on 

the driveshaft bolts. A little goes a long way so we 

only put a dab on each. It was now time to reinstall 

the driveshaft with its new spacer and get that 

out of the way so with our thread locked bolts, we 

buzzed them back in using our electric impact. 

15. Once all the support brackets were in place it 

was time for the rear crossmember to be bolted 

in, again using the two-man method. We then 

installed the front crossmember drop bracket 

that will meet up to the rear crossmember once 

it gets installed with the supplied hardware from 

the kit, leaving it loose just like all the others.

18. With the major lift components in place we 

started to reassemble the front suspension, 

starting with the lower control arms which got 

bolted to their new positions in the new front 

and rear crossmembers. We left the mounting 

bolts lose and installed the cam plates on the 

outside of the crossmember.

21. We continued to reassemble the front 

suspension and mounted up the new spacers 

onto the top of the strut using the supplied 

hardware and a 14mm socket and torqued them 

down. The strut spacers are marked Driver and 

Passenger so there was no guesswork involved.

23. We slipped the new steering knuckle onto the 

lower ball joint using the factory nut, running 

it tight but not torquing down until we had the 

whole assembly together. Then we prepared 

to install the upper ball joint and the vacuum 

actuator. Pay close attention to the next two 

steps, because if you don’t ReadyLIFT will not 

even answer your call.

16. Turning our attention to the rack-and-

pinion, we needed to install the steering U-joint 

assembly. We then dabbed the bolt with more 

tread lock and torqued it down. This was far 

easier to do when the steering rack was outside 

of the truck. 

19. We went through and tightened up all the 

hardware that we left loose, and torqued them 

down to the recommended specs.  We installed 

the front skidplate between the front and rear 

crossmember and buzzed that in good and 

tight now that the front section of the lift kit was 

properly bolted down.

22. Before the new steering knuckle can be 

installed, the old one had to be stripped of 

the factory hub assembly. We gave it a visual 

inspection, but since this F-150 was so new, 

there was little to see. We torqued the hub to the 

new knuckle using the factory hardware we just 

removed and torqued them down.

  14.

 20.

 21.

  17.

  15.

 18.

 16.

  19.

  22.

  23.
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Living the High Life

 24.

27.

 25.

28.

 26.

  31.
  30.

  32.

  29.

24. We raised the knuckle and guided the 

axleshaft into the hub assembly as we guided 

the upped ball joint into the knuckle. We moved 

the actuator to the knuckle mounting surface 

making sure to engage the splined inner ring, 

and that the vacuum ports are pointing to 

the top of the knuckle. Once we made sure 

everything was seated correctly, we tightened 

up the upper and lower nuts. 

27. With the hub all squared away, we reinstalled 

the sway bar into its new position and 

reconnected the tie-rod ends to the knuckle 

using the factory hardware, and torqued them 

down.  We also torqued the upper and lower 

ball joints.

30. Now that the blocks were in place we 

could see the light at the end of the tunnel and 

installed the new SST 3000 shocks that came 

with the kit. They went in with no problems and 

we reused the factory mounting hardware, 

torquing them down . All that was left for our lift 

kit was to install the brake line drop bracket to 

the frame using the factory hardware as well as 

the e-brake line bracket, and we were home free!

25. Next we took great care to properly tighten 

down the axle nut. Pro Tip: You should too! We 

chose to tighten the axle nut with a manual 

ratchet instead of a powered one; the axle is 

thinner than it should be and can easily be 

broken off at the end. Once the shoulder was 

protruding 2 mm, we knew we had it in far 

enough and checked by rotating the axle and 

the hub rotated with it. Then the bolts on the 

vacuum actuator could be tightened down.

28. With the front ready to go, we moved on to 

the rear suspension. We removed the e-brake 

cable bracket from the frame and in preparation 

to receive the drop bracket. Then, using a set of 

jacks supporting the rear axle we loosened and 

removed the rear shocks and threw them into 

the growing pile of parts that we would not be 

reusing. 

31. With our 7-inch lift kit all dialed in, we decided 

to cap it all off with a new set of wheels and 

tires. A set of 37/12.5R20 Nitto Train Grappler 

tires were mounted to a set of 20x10 SOTA BMF 

wheels.

26. Now that were through with the axle and 

hub assembly, we reinstalled the dust shield on 

the hub, put the rotor back on and bolted up the 

brake caliper using another little dab of thread 

lock to keep everything nice and tight. 

29. In order to remove the factory lift blocks, 

we had to loosen and remove the U-bolts. Then 

we could take out the factory blocks and lower 

the axle far enough to take them out. With the 

old block out of the way, we installed the much 

larger lift blocks in their place making sure that 

the tapered end of the block points to the front 

and tightened the U-bolts down to properly 

align the center pins. 

32. Our ’15 Ford F-150 now had the right look 

and height to it. The 7-inch lift had given us a 

commanding presence on the road with the 

ability to really drive over anything that we 

could think of, and it really made an impression 

out on the road and off. After installing this kit, 

the ReadyLIFT crew took the F-150 out for spin 

around town, and we received plenty of looks 

from passing drivers.  To see if there is a very 

capable ReadyLIFT kit for your truck, check out 

the website using the info in the source box.
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TAPE 
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2500 LB. 
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WITH WIRELESS 
REMOTE CONTROL

LOT  61840 
61297/68146

61258 shown

comp at $259.99
 $5999 

SAVE 
$200

 $399 

  MECHANIC'S GLOVES 

YOUR CHOICE

SIZE LOT COMP AT

MED 62434/62426 $12.74

LG 62433/62428 $12.38

X-LG 62432/62429 $11.99

SAVE
   68%UP

TO

Item 
62429 
shown

Customer Rating

 2 PIECE VEHICLE WHEEL DOLLIES 

LOT 60343  
67338  shown

• 1500 lb. 
Capacity

 $4999 
comp at $99 .99 

SAVE 
$50
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"Impressive Accuracy, 
Amazing Value"

– Car Craft Magazine

YOUR CHOICE
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DRIVE LOT COMP AT

1/4 2696/61277 $29.99

3/8 807/61276 $54.91

1/2 62431/239 $73.22
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TO

Customer Rating

 AUTOMATIC 
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CHARGER 
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 $599 
comp at $34.99
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82%

Customer Rating
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LOT   61849
62719
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• No Gas Required
WE CARRY 

A FULL LINE OF 

WELDING WIRE

WOW SUPER COUPON

comp at 
$149.99

Customer Rating

WOW SUPER COUPON

$5999    

comp at $119.99

 RAPID PUMP® 1.5 TON 

ALUMINUM RACING JACK 
• 3-1/2 Pumps Lifts 

Most Vehicles

• Weighs 32 lbs. LOT  69252/60569 shown
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62496/62516
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Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 4/4/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

Customer Rating

SAVE
$60
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or coupon or prior purchases after 30 days from original purchase with original receipt. Offer good while supplies last. 

Non-transferable. Original coupon must be presented. Valid through 4/4/16. Limit one coupon per customer per day.

WOW SUPER COUPON

$16999    

comp at $349.99

 30", 5 DRAWER 
TOOL CART 
LOT  95272 shown

69397 /61427
• 704 lb. Capacity

Customer Rating

SAVE
$180

SAVE 
$230

4000 PEAK/3200 RUNNING WATTS
6.5 HP (212 CC) GAS GENERATORS

Customer Rating

$29999

SUPER

   QUIET

• 70 dB 
Noise Level

LOT  69729/69676 shown 
LOT  69675/69728

CALIFORNIA ONLY 

comp at $529.99

Customer Rating
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PROCHARGER SUPERCHARGERS

913.338.2886

www.procharger.com

HOUSE OF BOOST

816.340.6755

www.houseofboost.com

W
hen the ’15 F-150 hit the streets, we knew from 

the buzz we were hearing that there was about 

to be a slew of new parts hitting the market. 

After all, not only does the new F-150 feature 

a brand-new aluminum body style, but it also introduced a 

reworked 5.0-liter. It adds an additional 35 hp, bringing the total 

output to 385 hp and 387 lb-ft of torque; the extra ponies come 

from a newly designed intake manifold, camshaft, and exhaust 

manifolds. 

One of the companies consistently among the first on the 

scene with power adders for new trucks is ProCharger. Their 

line of new High Output and Stage II Intercooled centrifugal 

Supercharger systems for the ’15 F-150s utilize the same proven 

P-1SC-1 superchargers, brackets and highly effective intercoolers 

that hundreds of Ford owners  trust for their ’11-’14 Ford trucks. 

Both kits come complete with all hardware and tuning included, 

and the full system can be installed in only a few hours. Either 

way, your ’15 Ford F-150 5.0L will be on the street in no time 

with an extra 45-55 percent of towing power on 6-7 psi (HO 

Intercooled Systems), or 60-70 percent more horsepower on 8-9 

psi (Stage II Supercharger Systems). Check out the installation 

below and head over to Procharger.com to see if there is a 

system available for your vehicle.   

ProCharger Adds Serious Horsepower to the New Ford Powerplant  
5.0On the Go

BY JEREMY COOK

PHOTOGRAPHY: ERIC RADZINS

1. The ProCharger 

kits come complete 

with all the parts 

and hardware to 

do the job. Shown 

are the head unit, 

bracket assembly, 

intercooler, and tuner 

along with all of the 

necessary tubing 

and couplers, belts, 

hoses, and hardware.   1.
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2. The new 5.0L engine makes some 

impressive power from the factory, but that’s 

no reason not to add a tremendous amount of 

additional power!

3. We kicked off the installation by removing 

the factory airbox lid and intake tube. 

4. Then, the rest of the factory airbox and inlet 

tube are held in place with a 13mm bolt and 

two clips secured to the core support. 

 2.

  3.

  4.

  5.

  6.

  7.

  8.   9.

5. With the insulators, fuel inlet, and 

connectors removed, the fuel rail was 

unbolted, and the injectors were switched 

out. The fuel rail spacers also get changed out 

with new supplied ones.

6. Since the ProCharger kit runs a dedicated 

beltdrive system,  we removed the factory 

balancer bolt and loosened the alignment 

cams to bolt the additional pulley in place. 

7. Moving right along, a coolant hose 

extension was added in line to make room for 

the supercharger bracket. 

8. We removed the 15mm alternator stud and two 13mm bolts before 

installing the ¾-inch-thick CNC billet-aluminum blower bracket. 9. With the bracket installed, the bolts were torqued to spec.

10. Now the P-1SC-1 head unit was bolted up to the bracket.

11. Moving to the PCV system, we removed the factory line cap off of 

the opening. 

  10.   11.



12. Splicing into the vacuum line 

between the intake manifold and brake 

booster, we installed the boost/vacuum 

block to get the signal to the bypass 

valve and boost gauge.

13. Now the belt was fished onto 

supercharger head unit.

14. We removed the core support cover 

and then removed the grille.

15. The intercooler mounting brackets 

take advantage of the hood latch 

mounting points.

  12.

  13.

  14.

  15.



5.0 On the Go

  16.   17.

  18.

  19.

16. The huge 

4.5-inch-thick 

1,300hp-rated 

race intercooler 

was dropped into 

place next. 

17. Now the side 

brackets from the 

core support to 

the intercooler 

were bolted up 

and tightened 

down.

18. Our tubes were lightly mocked up, 

before sliding into place on the pressure 

side.

19. We made sure the clamps were tight 

on the intercooler inlet.

20. And then we did the same on 

the blower discharge.

  20.
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5.0 On the Go

21. Next up was the bypass valve, which tees off 

just off of the intercooler. 

22. Now we mocked up the outlet side of 

the charge pipes from the intercooler to 

the throttle body.

23. Once everything was in place, we snugged 

down each of the clamps.  

24. The last piece of the puzzle was  attaching  the cold air intake to the 

supercharger.

25. We buttoned everything back up and stood back 

and admired our work before moving inside the 

cab. We like the look of the blower  in the OEM-style 

black finish.

26. We followed the simple directions and were soon loading the 

custom ProCharger tune. We were looking forward to a few more mpg 

and a whole lot of power, but the peak horsepower of 536 pretty much 

blew our minds. That’s nearly 200 hp over stock!

  21.

  22.

  23.

  24.   25.

  26.





T
o get your truck featured in Readers’ Rides, email a high-resolution photo of your truck to readersrides@truckin.

com. Send in a front 3⁄4 or profile shot of your truck, and make sure it’s big enough. For a digital file, try to make it at least 

1MB. Don’t use your cell phone! We print at a much higher resolution than a website, which means that sending links 

to photos posted online won’t work. Also, please make sure that the whole truck is in the frame, don’t cut off the front 

or back of the truck. Remember, this is your pride and joy. Do your best to make your truck look its best. Also, make sure to include 

plenty of information about you and your truck. The more information, the better the article. If you want to get your ride noticed by 

posting it on our website, go to rides.truckinweb.com. Upload up to 20 photos of your vehicle, along with detailed descriptions.   

One Owner Stunner 

WHO: Bill Engleby

WHAT: 1992 Chevy C1500

WHERE: Grand Blanc, Michigan

MODS: Belltech 4/6 drop kit, 

350ci crate motor, Weiand 144 

supercharger, Gibson headers 

and 3-inch exhaust system, B&M 

shift kit, custom perforated 

grille inserts, HID clear projector  

headlights, Anzo taillights, Grant 

Customs roll pan, shaved rear 

steps, SnugTop bed cover, ’99 

Tahoe bucket seats, and 20-inch 

Fuel Wheels. “I bought this truck 

new back in ’92 and have ran it 

as my daily driver since then,” 

Engleby says. “It only took me a 

few years to customize it, and I 

haven’t stopped adding to this 

great truck.”

MODS: K&N Series 77 Cold Air Intake, PowerAid throttle-body spacer, 3-inch Flowmaster American Thunder dual rear side exhaust, 

AVS window visors, Stampede bug guard, Husky mudflaps, Tekonsha trailer brake system, Delta Champion toolbox, diamond plate 

bedrail covers, AMP Research Powersteps, Alpine speakers throughout, LED interior lights, 3M window tint, 20x10 Raceline Renegade 8 

wheels, 305/55/20 Nitto Terra Grappler tires. “I love this truck and try to keep it as clean as possible,” Marinic says. “This shade of white 

is almost as bad as black!”

White Knight 

WHO: Jason Marinic

WHAT: 2007 Dodge Ram 1500 Mega Cab

WHERE: Daniel, Wyoming
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EVERY C AR, TRUCK, AND SUV EXTENSIVELY REVIEWED IN OUR ALL-NEW BUYER’S  
GUIDE. ALL THE AUTOMOTIVE NEWS YOU NEED TO SEE, THE SECOND IT BREAKS.

FASTER. SLICKER. MOBILE OPTIMIZED. 

INTRODUCING  
AN ALL-NEW  
MOTORTREND.COM



Parting Shot

Our third issue 

for the 2016 

year includes all 

the latest and 

greatest you’ve 

come to expect 

from the expert 

minds at Truckin. 

Lifted and 

lowered, fullsize 

and minis, go-

fast engine tech 

and up-to-the-

minute exterior 

upgrades, you 

can find it all 

right here. Issue 

#3 goes on sale 

January 1, 2016. 

Happy New Year!

Show Calendar

Coming 
Next 

Month

Issue 3,  

on sale 

January 

1st
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Do you promote a show or run that draws  

150 trucks or more? Send the above 

information to editorsinbox@truckin.

com for review!

Dec. 5, Severed in the Southwest, Phoenix, AZ, 

www.severedinthesouthwest.com

Dec. 4-6, Turkey Drag, Tyler, TX, 

www.facebook.com/TurkeyDragShow

Dec. 12, Mooneyes Xmas Party, Irwindale, CA, 

www.mooneyesusa.net

Jan. 23, Back 2 Basics, Carencro, LA, 

www.facebook.com/Back2BasicsShow

Feb. 26-28, Lone Star Throwdown, Conroe, TX, 

www.lonestarthrowdown.com

Mar. 12-13, NR Small Town Takeover, Wortham, TX, 

www.facebook.com/NRTakeOver

Apr. 1-3, Forbidden Fantasy, Laughlin, NV, 

www.facebook.com/events/1663183223897747
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Bak Industriesis excited to introduce the Revolver 
X2 – an all-new and improved aluminum hard 
rolling tonneau cover that offers tough security, 
ingenious mechanical locking rails, a flush low 
profile design, and simple one-handed opera-
tion. Its unique “no profile” design ensures lower 
coefficient wind drag resulting in better fuel 
economy, and renders a clean aesthetically rich 
look. The cover is designed to withstand over 
400 pounds of evenly distributed weight, and 
the Tuff-BAK vinyl lining makes it resistant to 
dents, scratches and wear. Revolver X2 allows for 
100% truck bed access, and locks securely with 
the truck’s tailgate.

BAK REVOLVER X2 TONNEAU COVER

$ 89900
FROM

© 2013.  AutoAnything, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  AutoAnything is a registered mark of AutoAnything, Inc.  All other marks are the property of their respective owners.  Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.

1,000s of Parts for Performance, Protection & Style Call Our Experts 800.509.7298

STEELCRAFT BULL BAR

Reinforce your front end with the rugged protection of the Steelcraft Bull Bar. Built from 3”  
T304 stainless steel tubing, this beefy bull bar boasts a removable skid plate and comes 
in a black powder coat or polished stainless finish. 5-year warranty on the black and a 
lifetime on polished stainless steel.

BLACK....  From $19999  FREE Shipping     STAINLESS.....From $23995  FREE Shipping

STEELCRAFT GRILLE GUARD 

The Steelcraft Grille Guard is forged from rugged T304 stainless steel for premium strength. The 
one-piece construction and integrated removable brush guards shields your front end from dam-
age on or off road. 5-year warranty on black. Limited Lifetime Warranty on Polished Stainless.

BLACK  ..... From $39999  FREE Shipping

QUALITY PROTECTION & RUGGED GOOD LOOKS!

STAINLESS  From $61999  FREE Shipping

$ 399 99
FROM

$ 199 99
FROM

LARGEST ONLINE SELECTION



$ 719 00
FROM

EASY FOLDING DESIGN, 
HARD COVER SECURITY!

FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

or Visit AutoAnything.com Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.
LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

2

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.

SUPERIOR BED PROTECTION!

BedRug looks like cozy carpeting, but it’s tough as nails. The thick mat cushions your loads
and keeps cargo from sliding around. And, it’s custom fit to your exact year, make and
model, making for an easy installation. Durable all-plastic material stands up to 
heavy cargo and nasty weather. Lifetime Warranty. 

BEDRUG CUSTOM TRUCK BED LINER

“My 2001 F-150 still has the original in it. 

Deer blood, fish guts, wood, mulch, you name 

it and it has withstood the test of time. A quick 

power wash and it’s as good as new.”

- Mike H. (Havre de Grace, MD)

Only Liner I Will Use!

TRUXEDO TRUXPORT ROLL-UP TONNEAU COVER

Want the classiest tonneau in town? Dress your truck with the TruXedo TruXport 
Roll-Up Tonneau Cover. Installation takes just 20 minutes using clever clamps 
– no drilling here. Bed access is fast and easy thanks to the heavy-duty Velcro 
closure system. Straight bows and tension control keep your tarp flat for smooth, 
sleek style. Made in the USA and backed by a 5-year warranty.

“Love this cover. Did a lot of searching and this is exactly what I wanted. Plus it didn’t 

cost a fortune. So far it is water tight and looks great.”- Brian S. (Pullman, WA)

Great American Product!

THE FASTEST, EASIEST WAY
TO TOP YOUR BED!

$ 425 65
FROM

$ 28900
FROM

• Stylish OEM matte finish

• Strong and secure trifold design

• Quick & easy to operate

• Dent resistant panels

• Cooler to the touch

• Installs in minutes, no tools

• Safety and SpeedKlamps 

• Extang Engineered

• Integrated snap-on seals

• Ultimate water management

Integrated snap on seals make 
it the most water resistant 
folding cover on the market.



PROTECT YOUR BED WITHOUT THE

HIGH COST OF A LINER!

•  Protect your bed without the high cost of a liner
• Cut to fit the floor of your pickup box
•  Add the additional tailgate mat to get extra  

protection where your truck needs it most
•  Made from NyCord, a cord-infused rubber 

compound that’s highly flexible
• 3/8” extra-thick molding
• Rubber cleats to hold the mat in place
•  Mats will not crack, break or deteriorate  

in extreme heat or cold
• Resists most common chemical spills
•  Your Dee Zee Heavyweight Truck Bed Mat  

is covered by a 1-year warranty

DEE ZEE HEAVYWEIGHT 
TRUCK BED MAT

VISIT US ONLINE TO SEE OUR HUGE  
SELECTION OF DEE ZEE TRUCK ACCESSORIES

$ 419 99
FROM

TOOLBOXES

$ 89 99
FROM PR.

BED CAPS

$ 89 99
FROM

BED MAT

• Plant your feet on Lund 5" Oval Nerf Bars for a big-time boost in and out of your rig
• Custom configured for a perfect fit and a no-drill install (most vehicles)
• Measuring it at 5" wide, these oval nerf bars deliver an ample stepping surface
• Topped with recessed rubber traction pads for slip-free footing
• Constructed from cutting-edge polymers—they're as tough as metal but never rust
• Supports up to 350 lbs
• Available in Stainless Steel or Composite material (varies by vehicle)
• Backed by a Lifetime Warranty

LUND 5" OVAL NERF BARS

"Easy install and they look the best"
These came to me in less than a week after ordering. Installation took around  
40 mins and they look outstanding on my truck. So much better than the 3-inch 
round bars normally seen in this price range." - Steve A. (Spring Creek, NV)

Visit AutoAnything for Our Complete Selection of LUND 

Accessories including Running Boards, Deflectors, Tonneaus, 

Floor Mats, Fender Flares & More!

STEP UP TO A BETTER BAR!

$ 18995
FROM PR.

Available in Polished 

Stainless Steel or 

Black Composite Material 

(varies by vehicle)



FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

SHOP 1,000s OF PRODUCTS FOR YOUR TRUCK AT AUTOANYTHING.COM!

Black powder-coated T-304 stainless steel. 
The Street Scene Speed Grille out-classes a bland stock 
grille, and gives your ride a menacing front-end look.

Defend your truck bed against the daily onslaught of slid-
ing cargo with a burly layer of heavy-duty tire rubber. 

STREET SCENE SPEED GRILLES TOOLBOXESCARRIAGE WORKS HEAVY-DUTY 
SERIES MESH GRILLES

PROMAXX BED MAT
Carry tools, equipment, all of your gear in a safe, lock-
able truck toolbox. See our huge selection online.

$ 9999
FROM

$ 4999
FROM

$ 209 99
FROM

$ 142 95
FROM

Transport your bike and save up to 90% of your truck bed space 
with the INNO Velo Gripper Truck Bed Bike Rack.

Allows mounting of attachments above the truck bed for haul your 
bikes, ski’s, surfboards, cargo boxes while still leaving room in your 
pick up bed.

INNO VELO GRIPPER TRUCK BED BIKE RACK

INNO TIRE HOLD HITCH BIKE RACK

INNO TRUCK RACK STAYS

A BETTER WAY TO HAUL YOUR BIKE!

$ 84 99
FROM

$ 11999
FROM

or Visit AutoAnything.com Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.
LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

2

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.

T-CONNECTORS5TH WHEEL HITCHES TRAILER BALLS & BALL MOUNTS

Discover how much easier and safer your towing 
experience could be with a CURT brake controller.

Outfit your truck for all of your heavy-duty hauling 
needs. Easy single-handle operation. 5-year warranty.

Built strong with CNC forming and machine welding. 
Available in classes I-V to fit all of your towing jobs.

$ 287 39
FROM

$ 67 99
FROM

$ 14 99
FROM

$ 14 99
FROM

YOUR CURT TOWING HEADQUARTERS!

$ 454 99
FROM



SKYJACKER LIFT KITS

Complete with all the top-quality 
parts and accessories you need to 
get up to a 9” lift (depends on ve-
hicle), Skyjacker delivers the clear-
ance it takes to conquer any on- or 
off-road obstacle with ease. The 
sky’s the limit when you take your 
truck or SUV to a higher profile with  
Skyjacker! Limited Lifetime Warranty.

Kit Shown 

From $1,79135

FREE Shipping
Contents may vary

PUSH GROUND CLEARANCE TO NEW HEIGHTS!
$ 15513

FROM

READYLIFT LEVELING KITS

When you want the gnarly look of 33” tall tires without the expense of a lift kit, a ReadyLIFT 
Leveling Kit is exactly what you need. Using either torsion keys or shock extensions, this simple kit 
sends your rig up to 3” high—enough room for that trick wheel package without wrecking your 
smooth ride. Limited Lifetime Warranty.

THERE’S NO FASTER OR MORE ECONOMICAL WAY TO RAISE YOUR RIG THAN A READYLIFT LEVELING KIT.

AFTERBEFORE

GET YOUR RIG ON THE LEVEL!

Call Our Experts 800.509.7298
© 2013.  AutoAnything, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  AutoAnything is a registered mark of AutoAnything, Inc.  All other marks are the property of their respective owners.  Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.

1,000s of Parts for Performance, Protection & Style
LARGEST ONLINE SELECTION

6 DISTINCT FENDER FLARE STYLES AVAILABLE
NEW & LATE MODEL APPLICATIONS: Ford, GMC, Dodge, 
Chevrolet, Toyota, Jeep

®
  and Nissan

STRONGER   TOUGHER   MORE DURABLE

BUSHWACKER EXTEND-A-FENDER® FLARES

•  Extend-A-Fender® Flares give you that “Limited Edition” look
•  Easy no-drill installation
•  Adds additional off-road clearance to fit larger tires and  

protects your rig from trail debris
 

BUSHWACKER POCKET SYTLE® FENDER FLARES

•   Bushwacker Pocket-Style Fender Flares deliver the ultimate  
defense against road debris and off-road elements

•   Made from Bushwacker’s exclusive non-cracking, non-
warping, 100% UV-resistant Dura-Flex® thermoplastic

•  OEM matte black and readily accept custom paint

$ 139 00
FROM KIT

$ 249 99
ONLY KIT

$ 13995
FROM



or Visit AutoAnything.com Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.
LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

2

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.

IMPROVE YOUR STOPPING PERFORMANCE 
WITH STOPTECH BRAKE KITS!

From downhill runs to stop-and-go traffic, your Slotted Rotor and Pad Truck Kit delivers a ferociously 
firm bite under the most grueling conditions. Featuring StopTech’s slotted sport rotors and Centric fleet 
performance brake pads for maximum stopping power.  Backed by a 90-day / 3,000-mile warranty.

STOPTECH SLOTTED TRUCK BRAKE KIT

$ 161 49
FROM KIT

FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

RANCHO SHOCKS

Outfit your rig for any road, 
track or trail with top-of-
the-line Rancho shocks. With 
over 50 years of engineering 
experience under their belt, 
Rancho has mastered the 
art of fine-tuning shocks to 
handle the roughest terrain 
with ease. Pick from mul-
tiple performance levels with 
varying stiffness to handle 
harsh impacts and improve 
handling. Lifetime Warranty.

SKYJACKER SHOCKS

Whether you’re heading 
down to the jobsite or racing 
across the desert in the Baja 
500, Skyjacker shocks dish up 
the support your rig’s suspen-
sion needs. Entry-level Sky-
jacker shocks boast velocity-
sensitive valving that senses 
your speed and adjusts for 
the best results, and their pro  
shocks use cutting edge wafer  
valving for the ultimate per-
formance. Lifetime Warranty.

UPGRADE YOUR TRUCK’S COMFORT, 
HANDLING AND SAFETY!

PRO COMP SHOCKS

There’s only one way to face the 
badlands like a real man—
that’s mano-a-mano. And, 
with a set of Pro Comp Shocks 
absorbing the punches, you 
and your off-road machine are 
guaranteed the spoils of every 
backcountry battle. Precision 
engineered and custom valved 
for truck Pro Comp shocks 
dramatically improve on- and 
off-road performance. Limited 
Lifetime Warranty.

Call or visit us online for our complete selection 
of performance off-road shocks.

Bring precision German engineering to your stateside ride with a set of 
Bilstein shock absorbers. Delivering the stability you need to conquer the 
Autobahn, paired with the comfort you crave for your morning commute. By 
perfecting the mono-tube gas pressure shock absorber, Bilstein  revolution-
ized the shock absorber industry. Lifetime Warranty.

BILSTEIN SHOCKS

$ 59 99
FROM EA.

$ 39 99
FROM EA.

$ 33 57
FROM EA.

$ 55 99
FROM EA.

$ 1,29500
FROM KIT

This comprehensive kits include all of the parts you need to take your braking power to the next level 
including slotted rotors, stainless steel brake lines, red calipers, caliper mounting brackets and street 
performance brake pads. Covered by a 90-day warranty.

STOPTECH SLOTTED BIG BRAKE KIT



Call Our Experts 800.509.7298
© 2013.  AutoAnything, Inc. All Rights Reserved.  AutoAnything is a registered mark of AutoAnything, Inc.  All other marks are the property of their respective owners.  Prices subject to change. Not responsible for typographical errors.

1,000s of Parts for Performance, Protection & Style
LARGEST ONLINE SELECTION

BULLY DOG TRIPLE DOG GT TUNER
INCLUDES 

MOUNT

50-STATE

LEGAL!

• Tune for horsepower and torque with 4 different power levels

• Exclusive Driving Coach feature teaches you to improve fuel economy

• On-the-fly power level adjustment maximizes power & economy when you need it

• Full color display screen with multiple themes

• View instant fuel economy and trip fuel economy

• Displays current gear on vehicles with auto trans

• De-fuels based on user-set parameters

SCT X4 POWER FLASH PROGRAMMER

• Preloaded with an impressive set of dyno-proven and track-tested tunes

• The easiest way to crank up your horsepower, boost torque and enhance throttle response

• Create and store up to 10 custom tunes optimized for your particular driving style

•  Offers a wide range of adjustability to critical vehicle parameters, including rev limiter,  

shift points, idle speed and more (varies by vehicle)

• Increases fuel efficiency when you’re not pushing the pedal to the metal

• Easy-to-read full color LCD screen that runs in landscape and portrait modes

•  Logs and displays PCM data in real-time while you drive, or review your runs at home  

using SCT’s LiveLink software

49-STATE

LEGAL! ONLY

$ 59499
FROM

™

$ 47231
FROM



*Not legal for sale or use on pollution-controlled vehicles in the 

State of California or states that use the CARB emissions standard.

Design your own gauge layout(s) or 
use one of the pre-existing gauge 
layouts designed by DiabloSport’s 
calibration team GAUGE SAMPLE 1 DRAG SCREEN RACE SCREENGAUGE SAMPLE 2

CUSTOMIZE YOUR GAUGE!

or Visit AutoAnything.com

FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.
LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

2

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.

®

*Not legal for sale or use on pollution-controlled vehicles in the State of California or states that use the CARB emissions standard.

Replace your limited factory MAF with a smarter unit. The 
Power-Flow Mass Air Sensor by Jet Performance increases 
airflow by up to 45% and communicates the increase with the 
engine’s computer to give you instant gains in low-end torque 
and horsepower. 1-year warranty.

Quick acceleration off the line, faster 0-60 times and more towing torque are yours, instantly! 
Jet’s world-famous performance chip is 50-state street legal, works for both stock and modi-
fied powerplants and  installs easily—less than half an hour. Lifetime Warranty. 

JET PERFORMANCE MODULE*

PREPARE FOR TAKEOFF!

My Jet Performance Module

*JET POWER-FLOW MASS AIR SENSOR

“I could’t be more pleased with my Jet Performance Module. My vehicle now has the 

power and performance that I had always hoped it would have. The module puts the 

fun back in driving. Fortunately, I also have a good radar detector.” 

- Stephen F. (North Andover, MA) 

$ 12995
FROM

GUARANTEED
LOWEST PRICE!

Call or Go Online.

Send your combustion chamber a performance-enhancing air charge 
without all the noise. Thanks to the intrepid tuners at JET Performance, 
their innovative bore design eliminates unwanted sound, while still 
causing incoming airflow to smooth out and speed up. The result is an 
optimized mixture of air and fuel that gives you gains in the mid-range 
power band and even increases your fuel economy.

JET POWER-FLOW TBI SPACER

$ 5995
FROM



PERFORMANCE AIR FILTERS 

Boost power and torque† with a K&N Cold Air   
Intake. Custom engineered with a famous 
K&N Filtercharger cone filter and crosslink 
nylon intake tract. 10-year / 1,000,000 Mile 
Warranty. Easy installation.

COLD AIR INTAKES*

The washable and reusable pleated and oiled 
cotton gauze filtration medium runs up to 
50,000 miles between cleanings, depending 
on highway conditions. 10-year / 1,000,000 
Mile Warranty. Installs in minutes.

†Estimated horsepower and torque gains based on specific or similar vehicle dynamometer tests. Results will vary. For more information, look up vehicle and/or testing protocols at knfilters.com. *57 Series Intakes are 50-State Legal. Intake systems 

beginning with 63/69/77/RK are street legal in most states. Some of these parts are not legal for use on certain vehicles in California, or other states adopting CA emission standards. Visit us online for CARB status on each part for a specific vehicle. 

F-150 5.0L  ('11-'14) .......................Part# 33-2385

F-150 5.4L  (‘04-’08) .......................Part# 33-2287

Tundra 4.7L ('07-'12) .....................Part# 33-2387

Ram 5.7L ('03-'12) .........................Part# 33-2247

Silverado 5.3L ('99-'12) ..................Part# 33-2129

...Plus 100s More! Call or Visit Us Online.

F-150 5.0L  (‘11-’13) .......................Part# 63-2581

F-150 5.4L  (‘04-’08) .......................Part# 57-2556

Tundra 4.7L (‘07-’11) ..................Part# 63-9031-1

Ram 5.7L (‘09-’13) .........................Part# 63-1561

Silverado 5.3L (‘09-’13)..................Part# 63-3070

...Plus 100s More! Call or Visit Us Online.

INCREASE YOUR TORQUE
AND HORSEPOWER!

†

$ 16399
FROM

$ 33 99
FROM

INCREASE COOL AIRFLOW TO YOUR 
ENGINE WHILE PROTECTING IT FROM 
HARMFUL DIRT AND DEBRIS. 

• S&B uses premium silicone for its filters and couplers which won’t crack over time.*
• Engineered to outperform stock intakes and tested to the ISO 5011 Filtration Standard.
• Available with a cleanable 8-layer cotton filter or dry-disposable filter.
• S&B’s signature clear lid allows for easy air filter inspection and is great for showing off. 
• Each intake kit includes simple installation instructions with full color detailed images. 
• Backed by a Million-Mile Warranty and manufactured in the USA. 

S&B AIR INTAKES

$ 182 62
FROM

* Silicone rubber not available on all S&B kits. See individual product pages for details.

    • Increases the horsepower & torque of your ride or rig
    • Patent-pending housing-to-filter interface requires up to 70% fewer parts than competitors
    • One-piece sealed intake housing uses all factory mounting points for easy installation
    • Auxiliary air scoop can be opened for additional flow
    • HD intakes feature a clear sight window allows easy inspection of air filter
    • GT intakes feature a rugged, tread-patterned top
    • The one-piece rotomold plastic intake tube is dyno tuned to perfection
    • All installation hardware, heavy-duty T-bolt clamps & 2-ply reinforced silicone hump couplers included

AFE MOMENTUM COLD AIR INTAKES

$ 375 00
FROM

ENGINEERED ADRENALINE!



or Visit AutoAnything.com

FREE SHIPPING
1

NO MINIMUM PURCHASE _ NO HIDDEN FEES

Up-front low prices with 1-year protection.
LOWER PRICE GUARANTEE

2

1. Free Shipping to Continental US only. No APO/POs. Truck, oversized & select shipments excluded.  2.  Find it for less and we’ll refund the difference up to 1 year from purchase. Some restrictions apply.  See website for complete details and restrictions.

®

Increase horsepower, add torque, even improve your fuel economy with the Volant Cold Air Intake System!  The rocket 

scientists at Volant have truly outdone themselves with this one. The Volant intake breathes in huge amounts of 

performance-enhancing air to your engine, increasing horsepower up to 10%. What's more, it takes less than an hour 

to install using standard household tools to  replace the old,  suffocating factory air box.

Marine grade stainless 

hose  clamps.

PERFORMANCE

By using Donaldson’s® PowerCore® Filtration Technology, submicron contaminants load on 

the surface rather than collecting in the depth of the filter. This boosts efficiency and increases  

performance on your aftermarket air intake system. The filter media won’t deteriorate as easily 

as traditional cotton/gauze filters. Plus, they are OE-approved and will not void your factory 

warranty.  Backed by Volant’s 150,000-mile warranty.

Patented closed sealed oversized air 

boxes provide increased air volume 

and protection from engine heat.

Hand formed oversized air 

ducts for maximum air flow 

and Increased air volume.

High temperature triple cord silicone 

hoses for strength and durability.

Donaldson® PowerCore®

Filtration Technology flows 

35% more than conventional 

factory paper filters.

High temperature foam 

insulated aluminum lids.

$ 187 19
FROM



BFGoodrichTires.com/KO2 © 2015 MNA, Inc. All rights reserved.

Some like the comfort of a well-worn path. For the rest, 
there’s the new BFGoodrich® All-Terrain T/A® KO2. 
It’s our toughest all-terrain tire. Ever.


